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PREFACE
THE MORRILL ACT, passed by Congress July 2, 1862, provided each
state with a land grant of 30,000
acres for each of its representatives and senators for "the endowment, support, and maintenance
of at least one college, where the
leading object shall be, without
excluding other scientific and
classical studies, and including
military tactics, to teach
branches of learning as are related to agriculture and mechanic
arts in such manner as the legislatures of the states may respectively prescribe, in order to
promote the liberal and practical
education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and
professions of life."
This federal act provided impetus in Missouri that eventually
led to the formation of the College of Agriculture at the University of Missouri some eight
years later.
It was on Feb. 24,
1870, that Gov . Joseph McClurg
signed into law a bill passed by
the Missouri Legislature establishing the College of Agriculture.
During its Centennial Year 1970,
the College of Agriculture sponsored a series of lectures for its

students, faculty, and friends.
Because the lecturers were signif icant individuals in American agriculture and because of the
thought-provoking nature of the
lecturers' remarks, it seemed
logical to record them in this
permanent printed form.
Plans for the Centennial lecture series and all other activities of the College's 100th
anniversary were prepared by a
Centennial Steering Committee.
Members of the committee were
Elmer Ellis, president emeritus
of the University of Missouri;
John H. Longwell , dean emeritus
of the College of Agriculture;
R. A. Schroeder, professor and
chairman of the department of
horticulture; Clarence E.
Klingner , professor of agricultural economics; Ralph E. Rogers,
assistant to the dean of the
College .of Agriculture; and
Richard L. Lee, agricultural
editor and professor of extension education, who served as
committee chairman.
Elmer R. Kiehl, Dean
College of Agriculture
University of Missouri-Columbia
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s Lo nn o r bJ <II e o f Lrump e Ls Lo , )11 no un ce Lil e I> eg in n i ng o f il ne w
mo n Lil o r ye ar . I::v n wh e n il new
ce nLury be gin s , iL i s o nl y we mOI t il l s wil o ring be ll s and rir e o f[
p.i s Lo l s . "
We il r e mo rLil l s and 1 s upp ose o ur
de ci s i o n he r
in 1970 Lo r ecog n i ~e
Lh c Ce nL e nnial o f t he Co ll e g e o f
Ayri c ulLur e , 1 00 y e ars il(l r iL WilS
('s Ld b J i s h e d by a s Late law s ign e d
~ e b . 24, 1 870 , by Go v . McClu r g ,
could be c a ll e d " be ll ri ng in g . "
Our d ec i s ion ha s bee n t o put
mo r e e mpha s i s o n Lh e fu Lur c o f
o ur Co ll e ge witit o ur r e c ognili o n
pro grams il nd not dw e ll t o o mu c h o n
th e PilSt.
1 be li eve o ur pro gram
t o dil Y s a ys , " l ooking ba c k and
l oo king a h au . "
Our ne xt s pe ak e r will direc t hi s
a tt e nti o n to th e " l ooking a he ad ."
J . li e n ri Fabre i s cr e dite d wiLh
Lhi s guot a Li.o n , " Ili s·tory c e l e braL es Lh e battl e f i elds on which
we di e ; but s cor n s to speak o f th
plowe d fi e lds whe r e by we Lhriv .
It knows Lh e names of th e kjng ' s
ba s tard s , but ca nn ot t e ll US th e
origin o f wheat. Th at is th e way
of hum a n folly. "
It would seem appropriate th a L
we pau se h e re for fiv e minut es at

Lh e Lurn o r Ll H' fir s l ce n Lur y f o r
UUI ("o ll c 'l l' o f Alj l i c uILul( ' il nd J l'Cd 11

sunil'

n d Ill C':.,

(1n(\ cvc l1l s

Lila L

1Jl'l.' n co nn ec Le Ll wiLh i Ls Il acklj r o ulld .
Ild Vl'

O lq d ni z( 'cl

inl c' l l's l

i n d y ri c u -I -

Lur.)l l' ciU l' d l ion in Liti s co unLr y
Le d rir s t Lo [ o rmilLi o n o f ilfjri c ul lurill soc i e Li es . II nj Amin
1,'ra l1k li n Wil S ~ J (\J d (l r in rornlinq
Lh e I ir s l u n' in J78 ~ .
1 L wa s
cil ll ed t he I'll iJ ud e lplli.il Soc i t y
f o r PrulIlo Li.nq l\<jri c uJLur .
Th e Mi sso uri S Lille Agr l c u]Lur a ]
Soc .l e Ly wa s in co rpo raL e cl u S an ac L
o r th e s t. ll e l c g i s l d Lurt' a nd ap pr ove d Fe L. 24 , 18 53 ,
No rm il n J .
Co lman Wil S ilclive in jls f o rmaLi o n.
Th e mo v me nL t o r o rm a gri c ul Lu r a l soci c ti s Wil S f o l l ow d by
th e r o rmaLion o f s LaLe iJ oard s o f
agri c ulLu re wiL h agr i c ultural
e d uca ti o n as a mi ss i o n . Mi sso uri
eS La bli s he d il S LaL e Board of 1\'1 ricul Lu r i.n 186 3 . Th e Mi sso uri
S La Le Agri.cul Lu r a l Soc i e ty me rg e d
wi th i L in 18 64 . I t s princ i pa l
a ctivity was th holding oE in s Li Lu t es , s Larljng in 188 3 . wher e
ess ay s il nd paper s by s ucce ss (ul
farme r s w re r e ad and di s c uss e d
on milny phas es of th e agricu ltu ra l
e nL e rpri se . 1~ e instjLuLe s we r e
conLinu d unLil 1933 wiL h th e Co l l eg e o f l\gricult ur e (a c ulLy pro7

viding many of the lecturers.
The
Board of Agriculture always provided speakers, too. This was Sam
Jordan ' s role when he held a twoweek institute at Sedalia and Pettis County leaders persuaded him
to take a leave of absence and
come to their county for a year.
That was the forerunner of our
agricultural extension service.
During this period, the Morrill
Land-Grant Act of 1862 had been
passed by the Congress. Missouri.
societies and the State Board of
Agriculture worked for legislation establishing a College of
Agriculture in Missouri.
The bill
was finally enacted in 1870 and
signed by Gov. McClurg on Feb. 24.
A few names of those no longer
with us stand out in the history
books as having a great impact on
Missouri agriculture in the past
century.
They helped build. the
heritage the College of Agriculture enjoys and include the following:
James S. Rollins
J. W. Burch
Norman J. Colman
C. F. Marbut

J. W. Sanborn
Nathaniel Leonard
Leonard Haseman
J. W. Connoway
E. A. Trowbridge
Harry Kempster
F. B. Mumford
Wilbur Windsor
overton Harris
George Swallow
John Case
Sam Jordon

H. J. Waters
M. F. Miller
Sam Brody
W. H. Hatch
R. W. Brown
Bill Hirth
A. J. Meyer
W. A. Cochel
Nick Gentry
C. v. Riley
A. G. Hogan
L. J . Stadler

Many more names could be added.
In addition, we have had activities such as Farmers Week, Clover
and Prosperity, agricultural
trains, and others that are a part
of the College of Agriculture.
This isn't intended as a historical resume but these remarks at
the kickoff of our Centennial
Year's activities may remind us
that what we have today--with all
of its challenges--is the result
of dedicated concern and efforts
of many people and of great vision
and is a sound foundation on which
to build for the next 100 years.
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THE LAND-GRANT RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL
FRAMEWORK OF THE NEXT CENTURY
Russell G. Mawby
Vice-President
W. K. Kellogg Foundation
Battle Creek
Michigan
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1'1' I S A spccia l

privilege l o lJc a
parl of lhe pr ogram of I\gricultural Scie nc Week in Lhc Cen t e n nial Year oE Lh e Col l ege of Agricult ure . Quile appropr j alely ,
lhi s s i g nificilnl dnnivcrsary r e pr s nts an ccas i on when we s h o uld
pause Lo take s t ock , reflec Lin g o n
lha pa s L and looking t
Lh e
fuLure.
Th ere Ls ind eed mu c h of wld eh wc
can lJe p roud as we s urv y the
SC'IlC Ln I\merica n farmin g and agricu l ture touay.
I\I110ng th e s ig nif i canL accomplishme nt s LIre Lh e
fol l owing :
1.
'ril e productivily and
[ fi c i n cy o f America n far mers . On
Lh e averagc , o ne person in U. S .
agricu ltu r ' Loday supp li es ab u nd~ntly Lhe food and Ei ure ne eds of
40 persons -- compared to 26 in
1960 and o nl y 10 persons 30 years
ago .

2. The abil i ty of Amer ican
farmers to apply mu s h roomi ng t echnology to problems of farming.
BeLwee n 19 50
nd 1965 , o utput per
ma n ho ur in agricu ltur e rose nearly three times as fast as in nonfarming occupati on s--132 percent
in ag ri c ultur e agai n st 47 p rcent
in the r es t o f the con omy .
If we were as far a h ead o f th e
Russians in th e space race as we
a r e in agriculture , we would be
running a sh uttle service to the
moon.
3. Th e co ntributi o n of agricu l tura l produc ivity i n maki ng it
possible [or America to hay the
hi ghest sta ndard of l iving known
to man . WithouL the immense l a b or
saving co n tribut i o n o n Lh e part of
agricu ltur e --free ing manpow e r for
oth e r productive e nd eavors- - o ur

lIusse II

(;.

Mawby

naLio n would noL enjoy Lh abun danc ' oC guods and serv jces o f
a J 1 kind s which we have.
4.
'rile v i ability of the f amil y
farm . '1'h
family-own e d a nd op raLed far m enterprise conLjnues to
character i ze the American farming
sc n e , spann in g the chang e from
Lh e subsistence farming of a century ago to the highly compl x
commerc i al farm operat i on of
today .
5 . The sys tem of land -grant
col l eges a nd un iversi ti es . These
instituti ons o f higher d u ca Li on ,
a product of the vision of pioneer
fa rm l eaders , h ave programs of
teaching , researc h , and exte n sio n.
In Lh e e arly decades of th e ir xi s t n ce , th e l a nd -grant in stitutions, with its f ac ulty , programs,
and grad u a Les compiling a s Late ,
n a tion al , and internation I
reputa ti o n.
Simultaneously , as we review the
plus s ide of t h e l edger of American agricul ture , we s hould also
r ecog niz e such concerns as :
1. Th e persistent poor profit
situation in mu c h of agr iculture ,
with farm people generally not
sharing in th e affluence and pro sp e rity of our society .
11

2.
The continuing on-rush of
generation were glad to sell the
new technology, new circumstances, family farm when in course of time
new influence, which in combinait came to them. Those who were
tion force continuing change and
left on the holdings failed to
find wives and the race of domesadjustment in the farm enterprise
and all of agriculture.
tic milk producers dwindled.
"At the other end of the scale
3. The frustrations, delays,
and failures we experience as farm the big operators were ' fighting a
institutions and organizations re- losing battle with costs. Cows
refused to be milked by remote
spond inadequately to current
control even when symmetrical
needs and circumstances.
4. The persistent evidence that Jersey udders had been bred on to
rural communities, of which farmFriesian stock. The idea of
milking the cows without hired laing and farm families are a part,
lag behind much of America in the
bour was unthinkable. A few tried
quality of economic and social
and found that it did not agree
life.
with them. The shortage of
It is with such successes--and
skilled milkers, like the shortage
shortcomings--in mind that we turn of outdoor shepherds, became
our attention to the next century. acute. Milking contractors flourThere was a temptation, in preished for a time and the beef outparing these remarks, to turn the
let kept things going, but in the
calendar ahead another 100 years,
end it was discovered that there
from 1970 to the year 2070, and
were economic advantages in the
comment from that vantage point on feed-lot on one side and the cattle
ranch on the other. So dairying
the research and educational
framework of· the land-grant insti- succumbed to the Plant Milk Industutions. Were I to do so, I would try, which converts grass more
take the role of an archaeologist, efficiently than the cow, and
poking among the ruins to document whose production schedule can be
the manner in which and for what
geared to the four-day week. The
switch was gradual, and there is
reasons the colleges of agricullittle evidence that the public
ture passed into oblivion midway
through their second century. The objected to the change from the
biological to the bacteriologicalpossibility that such would be an
accurate projection of the situaly purer industrial substitute.
tion a century hence is a sobering After all, by that time, our diet
consisted of standard food prodidea, but one for which I believe
a convincing case could be built.
ucts, and many young people disThis "projection of one's self
liked the idea as well as the
taste of cow's milk.
It had
into the future" is a fascinating
technique and was employed effecceased to be natural to drink it."
tively by Tristram Beresford, an
I am grateful indeed to Dean
Kiehl for the invitation to be
English farmer who in preparing a
paper a few years ago looked ahead with you today and also for two
only 60 years to the year 2015 in
specific aspects of the assignment
describing the transformation of
he has given me. First, he has
British agriculture. Of dairying, asked me to look ahead a century,
for example, he said:
"Nowhere
not just 10 or 20 years. The
did the complex of social and eco- longer time span with which I can
nomic forces bear more severely
deal, the less I must be concerned
than on the dairying industry.
with accountability. Even professors with tenure cannot hope to be
The critical factor here was the
purely human need to keep up with
here a century hence to measure my
the Joneses. Fewer and fewer
remarks today against reality
wanted to milk cows seven days a
then.
week in an age of increasing leiSecond, the assigned topic resure. Family farmers were prefers not just to the College of
Agriculture
but rather to the topared to, for subjective reasons,
but only so long as life and
tal land-grant research and educastrength lasted. Their children
tional framework. Therefore, in
certainly were not, and the flight my remarks I will not deal with
from the valleys of Wales was resuch issues as the semantics of
sponsible for a crop of agriculcollege or departmental titles;
the intricacies of organizational
tural economists which was quite
a feature of the '50s and '60s.
charts; and the troublesome deIt seems that the girls were the
tails of professionalism, provinfirst to leave home. The boys not cialism, and protectionism which
unnaturally followed.
The old
tend to be among the in-house
people remained behind.
The next
problems of higher education.
12

Rather, I propose to look at the sources of the colleges were
issues, the problems, the concerns available only to those who could
of farmins and of farm people, of
come to the campus, usually as
rural America, of our total society students in residence.
and comment on what I hope, as one
Recognizing that basic knowwho is a part of and concerned with ledge of agricultural science and
this milieu, will be the response
the new information and techniques
of our land-grant institutions.
continually emanating from onThe land-grant system is perhaps going research would be useful to
our country's only original conpracticing farmers, concerned agtribution to higher education. For ricultural professors began to go
perspective in looking ahead, it is to the field to meet with farm
useful to turn back to the period
groups throughout the state. This
in history a century ago when this informal pattern represented the
innovative system was conceived.
rudimentary stages of the extenThe land-grant idea first became sion idea.
visible in the decade of the 1850s
Simultaneously, there was a conand resulted in the passage of the cern on the part of many in agriMorrill Act in 1862. The estabcultural education that the tradilishment of this new system of
tional schooling of the rural
colleges grew out of a concern for one-room school was not preparing
farming and farm people and the
youngsters for the kinds of lives
desire to make the advantages of
they would lead.
Therefore, aghigher education available to the
ricultural educators worked with
sons and daughters of farmers and
rural school teachers in developthe working classes. Until then,
ing the practical concept of Boys
the advantages of higher education and Girls Club work, which has
has been generally restricted to
evolved now into the highly sothe children of doctors, lawyers,
phisticated, informal educational
theologians, and the wealthy few.
program we call 4-H.
It was also envisioned by the
Finally, as colleges became inproponents of the land-grant idea
creasingly concerned with the tothat the common good could be
tal well-being of rural people and
served by institutions of higher
communities, not just with the imeducation which directed their at- proved production of crops and
tention to the problems of earning livestock, the structure of the
a living as well as living a life. colleges of agriculture were
As these fledgling colleges bechanged to reflect this concern.
gan to develop teaching curricula
The development of curricula and
in agriculture, it soon became
faculty specialization in such
apparent that knowledge resources
fields as rural education and ruwere inadequate, that there were
ral sociology are tangible manimany questions to which answers
festations of this broadened
were not known. This led, a quar- commitment.
ter of a century later, to the esFinally, in 1914, the Smithtablishment of the network of agLever Act formalized the system of
ricultural experiment stations as
informal, off-campus education
a part of the land-grant system,
which we know now as the Cooperathrough passage of the Hatch Act
tive Extension Service, making the
in 1887.
resources of the campus available
As the programs of the landto all people throughout the
grant colleges of agriculture con- state.
tinued to develop, the leaders of
These significant developments
these institutions began to rea1in the land-grant system, innovaize that a concern with farm protions of the highest order and of
ductivity was in itself not enough the greatest social and economic
and that there must also be a con- significance, were a product of
cern evolved into the development
farm leadership and represented a
of curricula in home economics,
concern not only for improved farm
with the first such formal program production and management but a
established about 1898.
comprehensive concern for the farm
As the calendar turned from the
farmer, his family, and his com19th to the 20th century, a community as well.
bination of concerns on the part
Change has certainly been a
of agricultural leaders led to
characteristic of this past cenother significant developments
tury. While we have been imwhich changed the complexion of
pressed with the dramatic changes
the land-grant colleges. First,
of the recent past, all evidence
many were deeply concerned that
would suggest that the nature and
the benefits of the knowledge remagnitude of change in the years
13

ahead will far overshadow those to search and educational framework
date. An American President once
of land-grant institut ions in resaid--"The dogmas of the quiet
lation to agriculture.
First, a priority concern mus t
past are i nad equate to the stormy
continue to be wi t h commercial a g present ... As our case is new, so
mus t we think anew and act anew."
riculture. You can document betThat President was Abraham
ter than I the startling changes
Lincoln, speaking in IB62, the
which have taken place in commeryear in which the land-grant syscial agriculture in the last decade. Projections for the future
tem was established.
Since Governor McClurg signed
must be based on the assumption
the legislation which established
that the changes of the next ten
this College of Agriculture, there years will cause the past decade
have indeed been many changes. A- t o appear tranquil in retrospect.
mong them we might note the folIn looking ahead we must remind
ourselves als o that nearly all
lowing:
1. Ours was then an agrarian so- past predictions of the future
ciety, just on the threshold of
have been wrong on the conservathe process of industrializationtive side.
In looking to the fuurbanization wh ich has so markedly ture, hopefully the following
changed the status of agriculture
observations wi ll be pertinent
and useful.
in the socio-economic complex.
2. Whereas a century ago, the
1. The fantastic rate of techCollege of Agriculture in most
nological development is fast conland-grant institutions was a dom- suming the present stock of basic
inant academic unit, today the
scientific knowledge.
In general,
College of Agriculture is usually
the developmental research structure in agriculture seems overonly a modest part of a comprebalanced in the direction of aphensive, sophisticated, largescale institution of higher eduplied research.
For the long run
cation. Too often it wou ld also
vitality of applied agricultural
seem to be a rather insular segresearch, the investment in soment of the university, not intecalled basic or pure research by
universities needs to be expanded.
grally related to the larger academic and scientific community.
2. Such research should be ap3. One hundred years ago, we
proached with loosely structured
were just launching into a century interdisciplinary teams, from
of technological development which throughout the university, removhas produced the highest standard
ing the constrainin g influence of
of living in the history of man.
the specialized commodity and disNow, however, our society seems to cipline pattern wh ich characteribe turning from this historic pre- zes most agricultural research
today.
It has been observed that
occupation with the standard of
the most important organizational
living and is evidencing an increasing concern for the quality
fact learned in applied physics
and chemistry research during and
of life (not just the quantity)
available to each individual.
after World War II concerned the
4. As agricultural science has
great addition to research productivity that accrues in large
progressed, there has been a conresearch groups of a loose-knit
tinuing process of fragmentation
interdisciplinary nature containand specialization--in the strucing the complete spectrum from
ture of colleges and departments,
in the fabric of research, in the
pure scientist, through mathematicians and statisticians, to
industry of farming, in the maze
applied researchers.
of farm organizations and instiToo often agricultural researchtutions which serve agriculture.
A century ago, our faculties iners have become isolated from
cluded professors of agriculture
their basic scientific disciplines
and are not in touch with other
who tried to deal with the broadest dimension of agricultural con- disciplines related to the probcerns. Now, however, as we pursue lem at hand.
excellence through increased spePerhaps the grav est concern of
cialization, we must ask oUrthe near future will be the probselves, "who looks at the whole?"
lem of attracting to agriculture
the brightest young minds in t h e
The cliche ... "Farmers have problems, colleges have departments"
relevant sciences. Agriculture
for various reasons has lost much
..• is not without substance.
Turning now to the future, let
of its attractiveness for young
us use three different reference
scholars and the opportunity to
points and commenting on the recontinue to be a part of their
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basic discipline will be essential
in attracting such promising individuals to address their particular attention to agriculture.
3. In applied research, consideration should be given to the
mission concept or systems approach. The isolated, fragmented
research application efforts of
the typical project pattern are
inadequate and inappropriate to
modern problems. As a simple example, we could consider the challenge of utilization of computer
technology in farming.
We have many diverse efforts to
do so, though such projects as
farm management records, DHIA, AI,
and soil testing. But all such
efforts tend to be separate and
unrelated, ignoring the practical
needs of the farmer and failing to
fulfill the potential represented
by computer capacity.
4. New linkages must be forged
between university researchers and
the agricultural industry -- farming and those industries which
serve farming and which move farm
products to consumption. Much of
the application--and applied research--will more appropriately be
done on the farm and in industry,
rather than in the relatively
sterile and static setting of the
uni versi ty .
5. Resources from the total
university must be mobilized to
deal with problems of agriculture
for which the College of Agriculture as generally conceived or
structured is not--and probably
should not be--prepared to cope.
As examples of such problems, we
might consider the following:
(a) Farm Labor -- Inadequate attention is being given to the
changing nature of the labor input
in farming.
Farmers and farm
leaders are being compelled to take
a whole new look at farm labor,
departing from the "family farm"
notion of the past when land,
labor, capital, and management were
vested in one person or family.
Today, farming is becoming a
part of our industrialized society
in which the pattern of farm labor must be consistent with the
framework of rules established by
the industrial work force.
Landgrant institutions should provide
counsel and leadership in this
transition.
(b) Fiscal Management -- The
commercial farm operation of the
near future (1980) will be a
$500,000-$1,000,000 enterprise.
Sophisticated fiscal and tax management will be essential to a

profitable operation. In many operations even today, the wise
counsel of a tax accountant or attorney may be more critical to the
profit-loss statement than a
change in production technology.
(c) Law -- The legal structure
of the farm enterprise must be
consistent with modern business
and legal practice. Patterns of
ownership and transfer must be updated, with careful consideration
of questions such as the advantages and shortcomings of family
corporations. A new dimension
just emerging is also the prospect
of bargaining in farm marketing.
(d) Institutional Problems -Many organizations and institutions which serve agriculture,
from the general farm organization
to the multiplicity of commodityrelated groups, are less than fully effective. Some are even disfunctional.
The following
quotations come from a recent issue of the Michigan Farmer:
" ..... many agricultural organizations are in sad shape, having
failed to keep up with social
change. This decline began about
1925. Prior to that, agricultural organization had been so effective it had been a model for
others--the USDA, the Agricultural Experiment Station, and the
land grant colleges for research;
the -E xtension Service for education; and farmers innovating and
using new information quickly.
"Then came a major revolution
in society. The century of technological development began to
give way to the era of human development and of effective manpower use. Agriculture has continued to produce permanently
damaged people--filling city welfare rolls with ex-farmers and
farm laborers.
"Agriculture has been on the
wrong side in the revolution, and
has emerged with a sorry image.
Agriculture must, consequently,
update its organizations and its
image, so that farmers become--and
look--socially responsible and
useful." The social sciences-sociology, political science, psychology--have much to offer in relation to such problems if
mobilized.
-6. University education in agriculture should be an integral
part of the total university, not
insular, provincial, pedantic as
is too often now the case. Sir
Eric Ashby suggests that technology itself should be the philosophical and organizational cen15

ter of all univeristy education.
He argues persuasively that the
great chasm now dividing educated
men •... the gulf between science
and the humanities .... is artificial and can be eliminated from
education by organizing curriculum
and philosophy around technology.
Command over some technology is
necessary for an individual to
survive in modern society and
Ashby argues that it combines the
concerns and approaches of both
science and the humanities.
In
Technology and the Academics, he
says:
"Technology is inseparable
from men and communities. In this
respect technology differs from
pure science. It is the essence
of the scientific method that the
human element must be eliminated.
Science does not dispense with
values but it does eliminate the
variability of human response to
values ... It describes, measures,
and classifies in such a way that
variation due to human judgment is
eliminated. Unlike science, technology concerns the application of
science to the needs of man and
society. Therefore technology is
inseparable from humanism. The
technologist is up to his neck in
human problems whether he likes it
or not . . . The social consequences
of his work are therefore an integral part of his profession."
This conceptual approach has
significance for agriculture. As
students demand relevance in the
university, agriculture--I, ith a
solid record of achievement and
experience on which to build-could be out front if it will deal
with problems of broad significance such as food supply and human nutrition; quality in human
life--rural and urban; and the
environment.
7. The genius of the Extension
idea is as valid today as when
first conceived. Unfortunately,
bureaucratic tendencies, institutional inertia, arid internecine
power struggles have blunted the
ability of the Extension system
to respond to change and accomodate the new circumstances.
(To
a significant degree, Missouri
seems to be an exception to this
general case.)
Despite difficulties, Extension is working out its
problems with persistence and often great skill.
Whereas Extension represents a
viable mechanism for education
with certain clientele groups, approaches to various audiences need
to be refined. As an example, the
University must concern itself

with the continuing education
needs of professionals in agriculture. We, in agriculture, were
once out fro n t in this respect;
now agriculture has been by-passed
by other professi o nal fields in
keeping its profession als intellectually updated.
Moving from commercial agriculture, the next point of reference
concerns Rural Amer i ca.
The evidence of the rural lag in America
is so convincing, and has been so
much commented on, that I'll not
detail the situation here. Condemning evidence documen ts deficiencies in income; public services, including education, health,
welfare, protection; housing; and
cultural opportunities.
Our land-grant universities,
however, have generally not responded to this evidence, certainly not to the extent they have mobilized to deal with the urban
crisis.
In fact, e v en uni v ersities in rural states with a tradition of agricultural and rural
commitment, seem preoccupied with
the urban and usually confine
their rural orie n tation essentially to the technology of farm production, in the appare n t naive
belief that more bushels per acre
will bring t h e millenium.
If the needs of rural America
are to be serv ed by the University, the total university must be
involved--for the expertise of the
entire institution is required.
But the leadership must come from
somewhere--and where more appropriately than from those in agriculture, if such leaders can recapture the humanistic character
of their forebears.
Our final reference point is
that of Total Society. I recognize that it is arbitrary to categorize our deliberations in this
way since all of these concerns
are inextricably interrelated.
Such focus seems appropriate, however, in light of the mentality
with which we usually approach our
challenges in agriculture. The
stance from the vantage point of
total society quickly suggests two
issues of broad concern to all
mankind which bear centrally on
our more limited focus today.
First is our international concern with food supply.
In the
past--and currently--food for people has tended to be correlated
with agricultural production. Depending on the posture agriculture
takes in responding to food needs,
current and future, this mayor
may not be true in the years a16

head. A biochemist at the California Institute of Technology has
observed: "We have the tools and
the technology to feed everyone in
the world with our present resources. And yet it has been estimated that 80 percent of the
world population normally suffers
from undernutrition or malnutrition.
"One hears any number of explanations for this ironic situation--one of the larger obstacles
is the simple fact that we still
think of food in terms of the
nineteenth century.
"As long as we persist in thinking of food in terms of bushels of
wheat, we will never have enough
to go around. As soon as we learn
to consider food as a conveyor of
essential nutrients--and look for
the cheapest and best way to get
these nutrients--we will find we
have enough for all."
Only if we in agriculture demonstrate real concern with the end
objective--adequate food supplies
to meet human nutritional needs-rather than a provincial, selfcentered concern for the means to
that end through agriculture, will
we deserve and earn the responsibility for leadership in relation
to this challenge.
A second compelling concern of
mankind today is with the quality
of our environment. In his book
"Not So Rich as You Think" George
Stewart observes: "When some future historian sits down to summarize what the present generation
of Americans has accomplished, his
climatic sentence could read:
'Of
the waters, they made a cesspool;
of the air, a despository of poisons, and of the good earth itself, a dump ... '" From the editorial in the December 19, 1969
issue of Science, we read:
"
turning agriculture graduates

loose on the world without sensitizing them to the larger environmental problems or to the serious
flaws in many narrowly specialized
strategies for maximizing food
yields and profits must end."
Agriculture, for various reasons
--some self-precipitated--is
identified as a villain in the war
on pollution--ironic, but true.
Building on historic base of
bridging from the academic to the
real world, from the fundamental
to the applied, mobilizing the
knowledge resources of the university and the effectiveness of the
Extension system, agriculture can
be in the forefront in addressing
society's concern for environmental quality, if we will.
In closing, I would share with
you a thought from John Gardner.
In his book "Self Renewal," Mr.
Gardner observes: "When organizations and societies are young,
they are flexible, fluid, not yet
paralyzed by rigid specialization
and willing to try anything once.
As the organization or society
ages, vitality diminishes, flexibility gives way to rigidity,
creativity fades and there is loss
of capacity to meet challenges
from unexpected directions."
As individuals, as professionals, as those responsible for institutions which serve things
farm, agricultural, rural, we must
rededicate ourselves to the continuing process of self renewal,
responsiveness to today and tomorrow, lest, by the year 2070-a century hence--such institutions as Colleges of Agriculture
be relegated to the shelves of
history, joining there such other
relics of the agricultural past
as the whippletree, draft horses,
tricycle tractors, windmills, DDT,
Plymouth Rock chickens--and the
dairy cow.
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AGRICULTURAL research conti nues to
be among the bes L i nves tmen ts
olvailaLl", Lo society .
It is Lht:
source 01 Lechnology which we musL
have to keep ourselves well fed
and needed for the developing
counLries Lo reach nutriLional
leve l s sa Li sfying Lo th m.
ApplicaLion of agriculLural r esearch has reI sed land and l a bor
for other uses. Our harvesLed
cropland acreage is less now than
it was 50 year s ago; our farm labor forc ha s decreased by mor
than half.
The benefits to all
of us in Lerms of food , fiber , and
forest products provide a very
high economic return on th e inveSLment in agricultural research .
Our success in agricultural research is characterized by direct
and successful assault on real
and imporLant problems by every
means aL hand, by every discipline, by the forging of new
concepts , and by the exploitation
of hun ches and ideas . Elegant
agricultural research has not
been.
~ffective i t has been and
is.
So effective , in facL , thaL
we have not needed to count costs
nor to h ed them.
Public concern over costs in
terms of damage to the environment
rests on substantial facts.
These
fac 'ts have often been grossly
exaggerated , supplemented with

innuendo, implicaLion, inference,
and allegaLion qui e unrelated to
the facLs.
But we musL be concerned and agricultural rcseolrch
must include re se arch on methods
of improving and protectinq Lhe
quality of the environ menL includ ing the prevenLion and amelioraLion of polluLion.
Agricultural research for the
fuLur must co ntinue to be problem
oriented . But th problems will
be bigger and tougher and our
methods must be mor' sophi stica t ed
in order to so lve these big
problems .
We , and the world , have choices
for these 30 years till th e year
2000. Or do we? Are the choices
already made? Some of them seem
to be .
First, there seems to be present
agreement that there will be seven
billion or more people in th e year
2000--twice the present number.
There may be 300 million people in
the United States . No pill , no
IUD , no propaganda , or persuasion
seems likely to alter these facts .
People want children. A recent
Cornell inquiry among faculty and
graduate students indicated that
they wanted more than three children per family . 1I0w is it at the
University of Missouri? Is all
the talk about the population
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explosion based on a wish that
other people stop having so many
ch·ildren? Country people have
traditionally had more children
than city people.
Will this continue to be true
now that all the world is becoming
rapidly, often chaotically, urbanized? Why do people leave the
country for the city?
Agriculture allover the world
is becoming industrialized. It
must be so, for human labor can
only with great difficulty be
brought in sufficient quantity to
the right place at the right time
to provide the timely planting,
harvest, and other operations requi red to feed our burgeoning
population.
We are proud that one man on the
farm in the United States provides
food for more than 40 people.
But, remember it is one man plus
more than 40 mechanical horsepower
on the farm plus four people off
the farm each with their more than
40 horsepower who are required to
feed us.
We put enormous amounts of energy into food production--some scientists say as much or more than
we harvest as food. Can we afford
to be so lavish? Can our 6 percent
of the world's population continue
to drain the oil and mineral resources of the world to provide
that ever increasing demand for
energy?
Recent experience indicates that
demand for energy grows at twice
the rate of the gross national
product. Assume a 5 percent annual
increase of GNP; some Soviet scientists and some United States
scientists have calculated that a
10 percent increase in energy production would result in so much
thermal pollution that in 100
years the earth would be as hot
as the sun. It will not help to
shift, as we will and must, from
fossil fuel to nuclear energy.
Thermal pollution results in either
case. Are we headed for disaster?
We may be; we need not be.
What are the relevant problems?
What are our goals?
What are our priorities?
What is the relevance of agricultural research?
The first problem in the long
run is surely the problem of
bringing human population in our
country, in our communities, in
all the world, into continuing
adjustment with human environments--the many, diverse, livable
environments; environments that
will permit people to develop and

and use their capacities fully;
environments undergoing no irreversible changes so that future
generations may modify those environments as they set their goals
and proceed to achieve them.
A corollary of the population
problem is the problem of land-its use--its conservation use.
Land continues to be an agricultural problem. Problems of peopIe and problems of land are
surely important. But there is
another problem of equal importance. That is the problem of
our agricultural technology--its
costs and its benefits; its impact direct and indirect; its role
in the pollution of our environment; its modification to eliminate or minimize that pollution.
As the number one problem, what
attention is population receiving?
The report of the Ad Hoc Group
on Population Research to the Federal Council for Science and Technology (1) found a total of about
$55 million in federal support
for population research. There is
important relevant research in the
Department of Agriculture and the
state agricultural experiment
stations in both endocrine physiology and the more complex social
science areas.
The report notes that the Department of Agriculture has been
continuously involved in population research for more than half
a century. Research in this area
in the Department and in the
states has included evaluation of
such parameters as size, distribution, composition, migration,
and trends of the farm and other
rural populations; factors affecting this population; and the economic and social implications of
rural populations and trends.
The report notes that comprehensive and up-to-date data are
needed on the conditions of the
disadvantaged. Such statistics
should be provided by regular
household surveys developed for
the purpose. While decennial census data provide essential baseline data, they cannot provide
the current information needed.
The report notes a need for research on the ways in which
socioeconomic factors affect human behavior related to marriage,
fertility, and migration. We need
to know the determinants of migratory patterns. Many of our
most serious social problems are
related to migration to central
cities with coincident overcrowd22

ing, suburban sprawl, and transportation problems between home
and work.
In Missouri, most rural counties lost population in the
1950s. During the '60s some of
the Ozark counties gained.
But
there are a lot of rural Missouri
counties in which deaths have exceeded births during the '60s because so many of the young people
have migrated to the city.
In
1950 there were only two counties
in the united States with more
deaths than births. During 1970,
more than 500 counties will have
a natural decrease in population.
The impact of increase in number and concentration of people
in our cities and the depopulation
of many rural areas upon the family is conjectural but may be substantial.
What effect will these
changes have on future rates of
population growth and changes in
distribution?
Research in human nutrition has
been conducted for more than 75
years.
Buttressed by a broad
program in animal nutri tion and
food science and technology, the
record of achievement in human
nutrition research is good.
An impressive list of vitamins,
of mineral nutrients, of amino
acids has been identified through
such research. Chemicals and biological assays of food composition
and nutritive value have contributed a great deal to our store of
knowledge. The compilation of
data on food composition by Department of Agriculture scientists
in USDA Agricultural Handbook 8
continues to provide a standard
handbook for all professionals
concerned with human diet.
Periodic food surveys provide a
rough estimate of the adequacy of
the diet of urban and rural people
in all sections of the United
States. And the many publications, especially those on lowcost adequate diets, provide essential working tools.
But great concern developed last
year over the nutritive status of
our people--great and proper concern. Analyses of survey data indicated slippage in the proportions of people receiving adequate
diets as indicated by the 1955 and
1965 surveys. The latter indicates that about 20 percent of our
people were receiving deficient
diets. Diet deficiencies were
especially frequent among lowincome people but not limited to
them--almost 10 percent of high
income people appeared to be poorly nourished. And about 35 per-

cent of the lowest income group
seemed to obtain satisfactory diets.
Concern was accentuated by data
from special surveys led by
Schaffer of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare,
who reported occasional cases of
extreme malnutrition and a disturbing frequency of sub-clinical
indication of malnutrition. Particularly striking was the incidence of enlarged thyroid and
anemia.
Reports from many sources indicated that inadequate nutrition
among disadvantaged mothers resulted in small, weak babies who
were further handicapped by inadequate infant and childhood nutrition. It is strongly indicated
that such children are less likely
to develop their full genetic mental capacity than are children
with a history of adequate self
and maternal nutrition. Congressional hearings and the White
House Conference brought public
awareness to these problems to
climax.
There are 20 million Americans
in jeopardy who cannot afford
nutritionally adequate diets, according to Robert Choate, Washington consultant and a former
staff member of the White House
Conference on Food and Nutrition.
Choate said 10 million of these
people are not reached at all by
government feeding programs and
the other 10 million are not
adequately served to avoid the
risk of malnutrition.
"Three million families in the
United States, averaging four people each, live on an average
annual income of $1,460 per year.
At the same time, the U. S. Department of Agriculture's low-cost
food plan costs $1,200 a year for
four people. A family making only
$1,460 cannot spend $1,200 for
food.
To relieve hunger pains,
they shift to more starches and
carbohydrates, eating less meat,
milk, fruit, and other highly nutri ti ve foods."
Extensive action responses have
been made. Food programs have
been strengthened. The nutrition
aid program of the Extension
Service is reaching people never
reached before.
What is there for research to
do? Anything?
In my opinion, there is a most
urgent need for more research with
people, especially with people
under nutrit~onal stress and the
nutrition of pregnancy, infancy,
and early childhood. Nutrition
workers in agriculture and home
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economics need to reach out and
cooperate with those in biochemistry, medicine, food science, and
especially those in the social
sciences--economics, sociology,
psychology, anthropology, law, and
political science. While the bulk
of basic research in nutrition, as
in all science, will continue to
be done by individual scientists
and single discipline teams, such
research is not enough.
Even these individuals must increase their efforts to communicate their results in understandable terms to other scientists and
to the public--and to listen, too.
We must build a body of knowledge
that will maximize ability to make
wise food choices and maximize opportunity for such wise choices.
Food has social value that often
in our affluent society overrules
nutritive values.
Improving diets
of low-income people is unlikely
to be achieved by low-cost foods
alone.
The White House Conference on
Food, Nutrition, and Health recommended that USDA strengthen its
on-going nutrition research
program. (2)
The 1970 USDA appropriation included a substantial increase for
obtaining analytical data for more
foods and more forms of food.
Fat in the human diet, kinds of
fat, amounts of fat, relationship
of fat in the diet to other nutrients such as type of carbohydrate, continue to be in dispute.
An interesting development in
fats in human nutrition is the
role of fats in iodine requirements. Kaunitz and Johnson reported that some oils high in
polyunsaturates in the diet of
experimental rats led to thyroid
enlargement. (3)
What implication does this have for the human
diet?
Rural America continues to contain a large share of the nation's
dilapidated, deteriorated, inadequate housing. The problems of
building single unit, dispersed
dwellings with all the amenities
of the city--electricity, hook-up
to central sewage and water facilities, all-weather, well-maintained roads--may preclude low
cost.
Delivery of prefabricated units
for assembly at the site would
seem to have fewer advantages for
the dispersed single units than
for clusters of dwellings or multiple unit dwellings.
There is a challenging article
on housing in the February, 1970,

issue of House and Home. (4)
It
is concerned with our apparent inability to provide adequate housing for low-income people.
It
lists the problems as:
1. Money
2. Taxes
3. Maintenance
4. Land
5. Red tape
6. Manpower--here, finally, the
article opines industrialization
will help (a) because it can bring
more housing production from lessskilled, hence less-scarce workers, and (b) because it drastically cuts the weather-vulnerable
part of the construction process .
Surely, our agricultural experiment stations, working with other
units of the land-grant universities of which they are a part,
have a role in the development and
application of technology that
will improve housing for low-income people in our rural communities.
How? First, I suggest, by determining what kind of housing
low-income people want and need.
Do they want duplication of traditional local houses? Or something
new and different? Do they .know?
Can they be informed of advantages and disadvantages of feasible alternates? Can teams of
social scientists, engineers, and
architects define and evaluate
these alternates?
Second, what does the community
want for low-income people? Are
the community goals for low-income
people the same or different from
those of the low-income rural
people? And what does research
offer so that low-income families
may work and plan so that their
children may not be disadvantaged?
Then what of new communities?
Here is the opportunity for rural
America indeed. Where shall
these communities be? Traditionally, we have developed towns at
communication and trading centers
and centers of government and some
appear to have grown from no obvious region. Can we, through research, provide environments in
our new communities that are more
satisfying to the people who live
in them than we are now doing?
Cities and other human settlements differ from all other environments to the degree in which
they may be controlled by man.
One might suppose that rational
man might have constructed cities
ideally suited to his occupancy.
That this has not happened may
be due to his changing moods,
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needs, opportunities, and values.
Technology, too, has had its
impact. Rapid transit has been
during my lifetime, along with
horse-drawn buggies, streetcars,
buses, subway trains, and now carpools with their inevitable traffic jams. Suburban sprawl and
its problems is beautifully illustrated by the following quote from
James G. Horsfall, director of the
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, who spoke to the
Governor's Committee on Environmental Policy.
He said, "We guess that widely
dispersed housing exacts a large
cost when dad, the kids, and mom
must travel so far; a large cost
in land and landscape as the forest is invaded, and a large expenditure of resources as the
roads, school bus routes, and
utility lines are extended. On
the other hand, septic tanks of
surburbia do not pollute New Haven
Harbor and the din of the neighbors is rarely heard."
Water pollution loading our
streams and lakes with wastes in
excess of their capacity to biologically oxidize them, has become a matter of public concern
and action. The Federal Water
Pollution Control Administration
has become a major research and
research funding and action agency
and must increase its activities
rapidly. It is that agency's
responsibility in cooperation with
the states to establish standards
of water quality and to maintain
the quality of interstate water in
conformity with those standards.
Agriculture must adjust its operations as must industry and municipalities to meet those standards. Research--innovative research--in this as well as other
areas of pollution is urgent.
Hence, some estimates of size of
the problems and of the current
research and development activities related to them are needed.
Let's begin with the waste water
produced annually by industries
processing forest and farm products--pulp and paper, wool, cotton, canneries, fruit and vegeta.ble freezers, tanneries, meat
packing, dairy and poultry processin9--total an estimated 1,365
trillion gallons, enough, if assembled at one time in one place, to
make a million acre lake 12 feet
deep.
Pollution from processing wastes
is a big and important problem.
Sediment is, however, our biggest
pollution problem. Cultivated

fields still yield too much sediment to our streams and to the
filling of our reservoirs. The
developer and his bulldozer are
major offenders.
Soil conservation districts
have brought some 31 million acres
of land under effective control,
but much larger areas need treatment and research is needed to
provide more effective technology.
About four billion tons of sediment are washed into oceans in
the United States each year.
About one-fourth of the sediment
is transportated to the sea. A lot
of it settles in reservoirs behind
dams reducing their capacity and
shortening their useful life.
There are 9,000 watersheds in
the United States. Only 937 have
received full conservation treatment. Effective control measures
include using crop or residue covers to intercept the falling raindrops and promote water intake,
planting sod crops and crop row
barriers to reduce runoff velocity, and modifying the topography
to reduce slope steepness and
length.
Research has shown that erosion
is related to energy available for
dislodgment and transport of soil
particles. The energy comes from
falling raindrops and from steepness of slope in the area where
the raindrops fall. (5)
More research of a fundamental
sort is needed on the energetics
of movement of soil particles by
rains and wind. Better control
practices must be developed, evaluated, and integrated into systems
so that the farmer, forester,
road-builder, surburban developer,
conservation engineers and tech-.
nologists can use them to manage
runoff with minimal erosion. (6)
Wastes from livestock production
have been estimated at many times
the burden on the environment as
human wastes. Manure, urine bedding, and other wastes amount to
more than a billion tons a year.
Of this amount, an increasing
portion is fast becoming one of
our more serious pollution problems. Cattle fed in large feedlots have doubled in number during the past 10 years. Size of
swine enterprises and dairies continues to increase. Large scale
enterprises depend on want in
broiler and turkey production.
As concentration increases, the
cost of returning wastes to the
land in amounts useful as fertilizer and soil amendments becomes
increasingly costly. In many
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places, cost of getting manure
from the feedlot to the land exceeds its value there.
So manure
becomes a waste disposal problem.
The big livestock exterprises
where manure and other wastes are
a disposal problem produce an annual volume of waste equivalent to
the waste from all the people in
the United States.
Such wastes may provide breeding
places for flies.
They offend the
eyes and nostrils of neighbors and
passersby.
But most of all, they
are borne by runoff into our
streams which are already overburdened with human, industrial, and
other wastes.
Programs are getting under way to
control pollution from animal
wastes. The Federal Water Quality
Administration in the Environmen~
tal Protection Administration and
the states are establishing and
will enforce water quality standards that will leave the largescale livestock producer in many
places no choice other than effective waste management.
We lack the technology required.
Perhaps we even lack the needed
concepts. My own opinion is that
return to the land in useful form
and amounts is the preferred answer.
But such a course will require storage, transportation,
and distribution systems much more
effective than what we now have.
Perhaps some form of composting
or concentration with chemical
amendment can be developed that
will hold nutrients in the manure,
reduce volume, and prevent pollution during periods of accumulation.
Current trends are the development of holding basins, use of
lagoons, trickling filters, and
distributions of diluted materials. Maybe we can recycle within
the system both water and solids
with nutritional value.
(I doubt
it. )
Whatever the answer, research
is needed.
Research on livestock
production systems includes waste
management as part of the production process. We need biologists,
chemists, engineers, and economists for such research. Probably
we need sociologists, too, for one
measure of pollution is surely the
eye--or the nose--of the beholder.
The most intensive public concern is presently centered on pollution of the environment by pesticides. New and more sensitive
analytical methods have been used
to demonstrate the almost universal presence of minute amounts of

DDT in our environment. They have
also been used to demonstrate the
movement of residues in the environment--by translocation in
plants, in runoff water from land
surface to stream or lake, or
through the air to fall with the
rain.
What is the significance of
these minute residues? Here we
enter a vigorously disputed area.
To some the changes appear to
threaten the survival not only of
a few threatened species of birds
but of an environment liveable for
man. To others, these fears seem
hysterical. They point to 20
years of use of DDT without direct
evidence of harm to man, but with
enormous benefits, especially
through malaria control, to his
well being and to his very life.
We did not know until recently
that fishes and shellfishes can
accumulate by gill filtration some
pesticides present in ambient
water.
But the tools by which pesticides are found and traced in our
environment will be useful in the
development and evaluation of new,
more specific, and less hazardous
pesticide chemicals.
The amount of funds expended on
research and development on pollution related to agriculture in
1969 was about one-fourth of all
federal funding for pollution research and development, including
funds for noise and thermal
pollution.
(See table.)
I do not foresee a time when we
will not need such chemicals
though we do anticipate great
progress in development and use of
biological, cultural, and integrated control.
Control of pests varies from
pest to pest, from place to place.
While only a few major insect pest
species have been brought under
control by man-devised biological
control methods, it is probably
that a great many other species
might become major pests if they
escaped their parasites, predators, and diseases.
Colonizing species, whether
weed, crop, insect, bird, fish,
or mammal sometimes do just that.
Sometimes the invader brings pests
to which indigenous species succumb, too.
So entomologists go back to the
point of origin of an introduced
species to seek the natural pests
and parasites--for example, of
the European corn borer. While
that insect still causes substantial losses, biological control,
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NATIONAL FEDERAL FUNDING FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
RELATED TO AGRICULTURAL POLLUTION*
(millions of dollars in 1969)
Asency
USDA

DOD

Sediment
Animal waste
Processing waste
plant nutrients
Forest and crop pesticides
Inorganic salts and minerals
Pesticides in the environment
Air pollution in relation
to agriculture

Pollutant

4.02
1. 50
1. 84
1. 55
1. 41
1. 22
45.94

0.15

Total

58.92

1. 44

DHEW

USDI

Total

0.49
0.46
0.03

1.26
0.44
0.25
2.60

7.50

1. 74
1. 87

5.43
2.43
2.55
4.18
1. 41
2.96
55.31

3.62
0.15

12.10

5.06
8.16

79.33

Control of Agr~culture Related PolluUSDA - OST 1969. Washington, D. C.

*A Report to the President.

tions.

pp. 1-102.

especially geneti cally resistant
corn, does help limit losses.
When we can find means to eradicate a pest, that is the preferred
objective. Eradication as a global objective may not have been
achieved as eradication in the
,United States has.
The cattle fe ver tick is the first example, as
it was the first example demonstrated by USDA scientists of an
arthropod vector of diseases.
Continued vigilance , quarantine,
and treatment of cattle imported
from Mexico with pesticides keep
the tick out.
And we have eradicated the Mediterranean fruit fly.
Weather
eradicated the vector of white leaf
disease of rice . 'I'he screwworm
fly has been eradicated from
southeastern United States by
flooding the area with cobaltradiation-sterilized males.
Smallpox, malaria, yellow fever,
typhus, and Asiatic cholera rarely
occur.
Hog cholera, bovine tuberculosis,
and brucellosis will yet yield to
the eradication objective.
But while t his is an impressive
list, it is short compared to the
list we have not eradicated.
The eradication goal is challenged by many ecologists on the
ground that every species fills a
niche and plays a role in the
ecosystem.
If a species is eradicated, the niche i t occupied will
be taken by some other species,
perhaps even more damaging.
In natural ecosystems, each species plays a role in the cycling
of energy, nitrogen, and other
essential components, keeping the
aggregate population of all species

in harmony with the variable capacity of the available resources.
Among the many examples that
seem to illustrate this concept is
experience with mastitis. When
Streptococcus mastitis has been
cleared up by use of antibiotics,
Staphylococcal mastitis resistant
to the antibiotic has appeared.
We still have mastitis as a major
problem, calling for research on
management--ecology, if you
please--and in the long run genetics, immunization , or other
means of biological control which
can be used effectively in a highproduction dairy system.
Biological control will be an
increasingly important component
of our managed agro-ecosystems.
Here at the University of Missouri
you have not only the wide interest of University ecologists,
experiment station plant, animal,
forest, soil, and social scientists who will be increasingly involved in research, teaching, and
application of ecosystem concepts,
you also have the USDA biological
control lab with its capable and
dedicated group of scientists.
I spent a Sunday with them last
April. They have the potential
for productivity.
There is an intriguing but too
brief account of their work in
the January issue of Asricultural
Research.
The lead sentence is startling.
"Cabbage and other cole crops may
be p rotected from imported cabbageworms by rearing and releasing both pests and their biological enemies."
When you think about it, it
makes sense. Either you must
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must include knowledge from many
fields not named--economics, engineering, agronomy, ecology--and
from all the world, not just Mi ssouri. But systems to be useful
in Missouri must work and pay in
Missouri.
In order to manage the environment completely we would need
closed systems, enormous biotrons
in which all environmental conditions are controlled and all inputs recycled.
More probably, we will have sophisticated semi-closed systems
especially for harsh desert conditions.
One among several imaginative
developments in this area has been
reported by Hodges and Hodge of
Arizona State. They have produced
vegetables in air-locked polyetheylene greenhouses on the coastal
desert in northwest Sonora with
desalted water with encouraging
results. They are reported to
have a grant from Sheikh Zaid of
Abu Dhabon in Arabia to build a
five-acre greenhouse complex
there. They expect to produce ,a
million pounds of vegetables at a
cost of 20 cents a pound.
The new and coming generations
of agricultural researchers must
think in new ways--of aggregates,
of systems, of interactions as
well as of the individual parameter which may be determinants
within the system under study.
Linear thinking and reductionist
methods are not sufficient for the
solution of big, tough problems
which must be solved in rural
America.
It is still important to know
that A is bigger than B and significantly so "under the conditions
of the experiment." It is still
important to know how an individual parameter behaves "all other
conditions held constant" but we
must in this real world cope in
our research with problems in
which there is simultaneous variation and interaction among
parameters.
We must learn to cope with nonparametric problems, too. Social
scientists and humanists and artists may well respond that such
approaches to problem solving are
their stock in trade.
No longer may we deny the adversary system. It is with us.
While I strongly believe in the
dictum uttered by Don Price at the
AAAS Council meeting in Washington
in 1967:
"If i t can be decided by
vote, it isn't science," the uses
of science, the support of science
and the choice if scientific re-

propagate parasites and predators and release them or you must
maintain a minimal host population
to keep them going. Effective
biological control and integrated
co~trol systems must be sophisticated in order to work. They will
require knowledge and skill on the
part of the user, too.
Edgar Anderson has written most
effectively on man's plants--those
that he has dispersed deliberately
or inadvertently throughout the
world. (7)
He continually uses the sunflower to illustrate the possibilities and limitations of biological control which left unmanaged
seem not to permit high productivity in centers of origin of our
domestic plants.
He suggests that anyone curious
as to why it is difficult to grow
sunflowers commercially in Kansas
should go to a railroad yard or
dumphe ap and examine a few "wi Id"
sunflowers growing there. He
describes what you are likely to
find:
"Insects turn back and
forth in the thick white pith of
the stem, insects chew the coarse,
heavy leaves, and insects eat out
the insides of the seeds. Many of
the seeds look all right from the
outside. Open them up and you
find that some beetle or moth or
fly, having fed on the contents,
is now comfortably curled up and
is already to use the empty shell
for a winter home."
Thus is the balance of nature.
The insects help keep the wild
sunflower restricted. But the
same agents of biological control
of the wild sunflower becomes
pests of the cultivated sunflower.
Our research task for the future
is the development and application
of systems of environmental
management.
Work here at Missouri will continue to contribute information
essential to the development of
such systems. Beef cattle systems
will include information from the
very realistic tests--at Weldon
Springs under foodlot conditions
under the leadership of G. B.
Thompson. They will include
breeding information which John
Lasley and his students and colleagues have contributed.
They will include information
from a lifetime of research, always at the forefront of new
knowledge on the endocrine control
of milk production. They will include information on environmental
control contributed by H. D.
Johnson, his colleagues, and by my
old friend Sam Brody. Systems
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s .e arch is a career wi 11 depend on
votes, concensus, and value judgments of scientific findings and
their implications.
When we have healed the scars
inflicted on the land by our forebears in their heroic effort to
wrest a living from the land, when
we have learned to use technology
to protect and improve the quality
of our environment, when we have
assured the sustained quality and
productivity of our renewable resources, we will have provided the
foundation upon which man can well
make those adjustments in his numbers and then, distribution, to
keep this a very liveable world.
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ENVIRONMENT EXACTS ITS PRICE
James G. Horsfall
Director
Agricultural Experiment Station
New Haven, Conn.
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The profit motive is the great
base for a great nation, but the
crashing wave says that much of
our profit comes from uninhibited
despoilation of the environment.
In a new ethic, the profit must
come from recycling of things we
use.
Yes, it will be expensive.
The old policy was that "The solution to pollution is dilution."
The new policy will have to be
that the "Solution to pollution is
expensive."
The right to drive a car for
complete mobility is basic to our
culture, but the crashing wave says
it is poisoning the air with unburned hydrocarbons, particulates,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
ozone, nitrogen oxides, and
peroxyacetyl nitrate.
Increased
emphysema is one of the prices we
pay.
Are the structures built on
sand? Will the environmental
surge wash out their foundations?
Will nature exact this price of
us?
We thought we had repealed some
of the laws of Nature, but we had
not. We thought that man had been
ensconced in a soft warm spot in
the heart of Nature, but he had
not.
We thought we could continue
indefinitely to throw noise and
noxious gases into the air, refuse
into the water, and solid waste
into the soil. We thought that
Nature would enfold them, purify
them, and return them to us.
She
always had. Not so any longer.
Nature has done all she can for
us.
It is our next move.
Many citizens of America have
suddenly discovered this. They
can see that miasmic cloud that
rises from every American city and
blackens the clear blue sky above.
I could see it flying into St.
Louis. This is the awesome reflection of the population of men
and machines wracking the city
below. One shudders as he sees
his plane sink into that chocolate-colored man-made muck. As
his lungs suck it in, he worries.
He cogitates. In creating the
plane or the automobile he rides
in and building the stacks that
make megalopolis possible, has he
rubbed Aladdin's lamp? Is the
giant cloud a jinni that he can no
longer control? Will the lights
flicker out smothered in smog?
Will the population explosion
rip apart his arduously assembled
societal machinery and cause it
one day to run wild and out of
control? I think not, but the

bell tolls the eleventh hour.
How did we come to so many
environmental troubles? In Ian
McHarg's dramati c language, "People are germs that produce the
environmental disease." Complex
as the environmental illness is,
people are the very center.
It
is people who create the sewage,
demand more manufactured goods,
more power for appliances, more
automobiles. Even the turned-off
youth hitchhike in automobiles.
Pogo was right.
"We have met the
enemy, and they are us."
This reminds me of the Parable
of the Commons which is based on
Garrett Hardin's powerful piece
in SCIENCE a year or so ago. The
basis for the Parable of the Commons, like so many other things
in our culture, is agricultural
and, therefore, especially fitting
in a lecture celebrating the Centennial of the College of Agriculture.
In medieval Britain and
in Colonial America, New England
particularly, every village had
a Commons sometimes called a
Green. The most famous Commons
in New England is, of course, the
Boston Commons.
There being no commercial dairies in those distant days, each
villager was given the right, the
freedom to pasture his cow on the
Commons. This arrangement for
producing milk for the village
children worked well as long as
the Commons was small, but as the
children grew up and established
new homes in the village, the number of cows increased until eventually there were too many cows
for the Commons. The cows ate the
grass faster than it could grow.
A sudden drought arrived, put the
Commons under stress, and it nearly collapsed.
The cows became
poorly nourished; the village
children ran low on milk. Some
suffered from rickets. Some died.
This is the Parable of the
Commons.
The modern analogue of the Commons is the air we breathe and the
modern analogue of the cow is the
automobile we drive. Every citizen has the freedom to put the
exhaust from his car into the air
and everybody has the freedom to
buy as many cars as he likes, just
as the villagers in the parable
had the freedom to pasture as many
cows as they liked.
"The Tragedy of the Commons," as
Hardin calls it, stems from the
very nature of it. The two rights
of the villagers collided head on
and tragedy resulted--babies were
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malnourished or even died. The
collision occurred because there
were too many cows in the Commons.
We agriculturists would say that
the carrying capacity of the Commons had been exceeded.
The modern tragedy is that the
freedom of everyone to put another
car on the road runs head on into
the freedom to have a clean environment. The freedom to increase
geometrically the number of cows
on a finite Commons--tha~ is the
tragedy and that is our problem
today. That is the situation that
confronts us all as we try to deal
with the environment today.
It is
an extraordinarily complex situation. We in America prattle
extensively about our freedoms.
We emphasize our freedoms so much
that we are becoming intensely
frustrated as our freedoms become
more and more restricted by the
population explosion.
I submit that society has four
options that are open to it. The
first is education. This is the
great sacred cow of American
thinking--all we have to do is to
educate the people and propagandize them to understand the Tragedy of the Commons so that they
will, in fact, reduce the output
of filth and corruption that is
now contaminating the environment.
This does not interfere with anybody's freedom, so it is a popular
option.
The second option is to change
laws and regulations to force
compliance to extend the carrying
capacity of the Commons. This is
less popular and yet I am astonished, as a member of the Governor's Committee, to find that
people on our committee made recommendations for restrictions
that I wouldn't have believed
possible when the committee began
its deliberations four months
earlier.
A well-known case of legislation
to restrict the use of the Commons
is the introduction of parking
meters along the street. Formerly, people could park anywhere on
the street. This was fine in the
days of the Model T, but as the
number of cars grew and the size
of the streets remained constant,
there wasn't enough parking space
to go around. Whereupon one's
freedom to use that Commons was
drastically reduced by parking
meters which say that you have
half an hour, or one hour as the
case may be, to use the Commons
and then you must turn i t over to
somebody else. The use of legis-

lation will increase as the pressure on the Commons increases.
The third option is the least
attractive to people because it
says in effect "reduce the population to the size of the Commons." This flies in the face of
the dictum in Genesis to go forth
and multiply and replenish the
earth. We have surely replenished
the earth. On the other hand,
people are beginning to pay attention to this rather Draconian
option. The young people of our
country are certainly reducing the
birth rate; that is to say, the
number of babies per family. But,
on the other hand, the baby bulge
of the late '40s has produced so
many more families that the population rises every day even though
the number of babies per family is
falling.
This will continue for
at least another dozen or perhaps
15 years.
I submit that it is no accident
that Hawaii was the first state in
the union to pass a law transferring the authority to have an
abortion from the state to the woman and her doctor. This is no
accident because Hawaii is a state
made up of is lands and the ci tizens recognize that their "Commons" is, indeed, small. They can
see that an unregulated explosion
of the population might force them
into the sea among the sharks and
this would be a harsh way to die.
The fourth option, and the one
most people seem to prefer, is to
apply science and technology to
increase the carrying capacity of
the Commons.
Perhaps it would be
more accurate to say "to delay the
collapse of the Commons." This
puts us into the area of Sigma Xi.
This option is popular because
i t enables people to put more
cows on the Commons, more junk in
the dump.
In fact, they cite our
work in agricultural science as a
beautiful example of how this
option can succeed.
In this connection, let us examine Mr. Malthus briefly. He antedated Hardin by 175 years.
It is
no accident that the Malthusian
doctrine originated in Britain.
Britain is an island. Malthus
could figuratively see the ocean
in all directions. He could
clearly see that Britain's finite
Commons would not accommodate the
geometric increase in people. In
effect he said to the Britons,
"The first thing you know the
Commons will not be big enough
arid there won't be enough food to
go around and you will starve."
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This was the way that Malthus
stated the Parable of the Commons.
More recently, the Paddocks in
their book on the Hungry Nations
have rephrased the Malthus dictum
to read, "The stork is outrunning
the plow."
So what happened to the Malthus
dictum? You know the answer.
We
in agricultural science, we in the
Colleges of Agriculture in this
nation followed the fourth option.
We were able to increase the carrying capacity of the Commons to
such a degree that now we have
more food than we can eat. And
now those in policy making positions often say that the Malthus
dictum is outmoded. This is dangerous.
The Malthus doctrine is
not outmoded.
The Tragedy of the
Commons is still with us.
We
have been very fortunate that we
have been able to increase the
number of blades of grass on the
Commons so i t could take care of
more cows, or people in our case,
but the population continues to
explode into a finite Commons.
Inasmuch as the colleges of
agriculture have established an
impressive record of thwarting so
far the conflict between population and food, what should be our
strategy, the agricultural strategy, of dealing with the modern
Tragedy of the Commons?
Let me give you a little of our
environmental background for a
couple of minutes to show that we
can help.
I am certain we have
the know-how.
Now a farmer is intensely concerned with the environment.
He is often out in the
rain, broiling sun, or shoveling
his cows out of the snow.
He is
very much concerned with the environment.
The city man sits in
his air-conditioned cocoon, but
the farmer sees tornadoes blow
his corn down and lightening kill
his cows.
In short, farmers are
environmentalists.
Farmers are not newcomers as
city men are to the concept of the
Parable of the Commons. A farmer
knows that he dare not expand his
herd of cattle or sheep beyond the
carrying capacity of his pastures.
He knows pretty accurately how
many cows his pastures will carry,
how much pruning to do on an apple
tree, how much wheat to plant per
acre.
Since farmers are environmentalists, we agricultural scientists
perforce have had to pursue environmentology.
The first job I
held as an agricultural scientist
was to investigate the root rot

disease of peas--due to too many
crops of peas too close together.
The peas crowded their Commons
and were sickened as a result.
Of course, we didn't call our
work environmentology or ecology.
We called i t spacing research,
pecking order research, host-parasite relations, carrying capacity
of the land, succession in the
forest.
For that reason, we know
more about ecology than all the
"instant ecologists" put together.
It is not because we are any
brighter, however.
It is because
we were forced to learn first.
Nevertheless, colleges of agriculture have a background in ecology and environment and I think
i t will be useful in the present
environmental crunch.
What about the poisons that man
throws into the environment? We
grow plants and animals--they can
be guinea pigs to test all the
poisons that man puts into the
environment--to test air pollution, water pollution, noise pollution--all kinds of varieties
of things that man puts into his
environment.
We can deal with it
because we do experimental work.
And besides, plants don't talk
back and you don't have to get
permission from the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare
to investigate them.
The cities of the United States
are full of old houses that are
painted inside with lead paint.
The paint peels off; the children
eat i t and get lead poisoning.
This affects their mentality and
their growth.
What can agricultural research
do about this? It is known that
lead interferes with the biosynthesis of hemoglobin. We in agriculture know that the biosynthesis
of chlorophyll follows much the
same pattern as the biosynthesis
of hemoglobin and we know that one
of the precursors of both hemoglobin and chlorophyll is delta
aminolevulinic acid. We in agricultural science work with delta
aminolevulinic acid.
----If a child gets lead in his
system from eating paint, he has
delta aminolevulinic acid in his
in proportion to the amount
of lead he has eaten.
Let us develop a rapid test for the compound and thus a rapid screening
of children.
We did so at our
institution.
The Hartford City
Council passed a special resolution thanking us and congratu~
lating us on our success.
Let us consider the four sinks

urrne
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available to man in which he can
dump his wastes. These are soil,
air, water, and organisms.
Agriculture controls huge chunks
of all except air. Agriculture
owns most of the soil and so agriculture controls most of that
sink. How can we best use it? We
don't control the air, of course,
but we do control a good deal of
the water. Most of the streams
run past our farms and we control
at least the banks. Now air and
water were polluted first. Man
polluted the air and the water before he polluted the soil. This
is simple economics.
If you dump your filth into the
stream, the water will take it
away free.
Thus, we produced
serious pollution of the water and
the air a long time before the
land.
If you are going to dump
your filth on the land, you must
move it to the land. You have to
put energy into the system. This
adds expense. That is the reason
for saying the new environmental
policy must be that "The Solution
To Pollution Is Expensive."
The soil: Let us consider soil
first, since agriculture is very
close to soil.
Of course, man has
added some refuse to the soil from
time immemorial. The soil does
exert a strong self-purifying effect and that is the reason we
have buried our dead since the beginning of time. The soil is a
great absorber.
We in agriculture
have been working on the absorbability of soil since the days of
the first lysimeters.
I think
lysimeters are coming back into
vogue now.
I hope they do--because they will be a great aid
when we get into the business of
research that will enable society
to use the soil to a better advantage as a sink.
Our lysimeters in Connecticut
were built like everybody else's
back in the '20s.
It is interesting that we always reported more
nitrogen coming through the
lysimeter than others. On that
account some agronomists suggested
that our techniques were faulty.
We now think the probable reason
why our lysimeters showed more nitrogen corning through than the
lysimeters, say in Tennessee or
other places, was that our lysimeters were in the city and we were
getting nitric oxides, washed into
the soil from the power plant and
automobile combustion.
The public health people look
with disfavor on septic tanks.
They prefer to collect sewage in

big systems to which they can
point with pride. I submit that
we should disperse sewage through
the soil wherever it is produced.
To that end our staff has published surveys to show soils that
can absorb sewage and those that
cannot.
Here is agriculture working for the environment.
It has
brought us many kudos from town
planners, less from public
healthers.
At present we are working on
the possibilities of pumping the
secondary sewage outflow up on our
traprock ridges to permit the soil
to take out the phos,phates and
much nitrate and return drinkable
water to the rivers.
There is a huge outcry in my
state right now about phosphates
in detergents. Phosphates do encourage lake eutrophication, but
so does nitrogen and all the other
elements needed by plants. If we
pump sewage into the woods, the
soil will grab off the phosphate
and we can continue to use phosphates in detergents.
The phosphate problem really
challenges agronomists because
they must rotate 180 degrees in
their thinking. Formerly they
struggled desperately to liberate
phosphate from soils for use by
plants. Now they must struggle to
bind it into the soil as a sink
for refuse.
The air: Suppose we move from
soil up into the thin air. This
is a sink that we agriculturists
can investigate also. Air is the
sink for gases from combustion.
One of these, of course, is C02.
We all know that plants like C02
and will remove it from air. Dr.
Waggoner, at our place, using Dr.
Richs' data, has calculated that
an acre of foliage will absorb the
C02 from 50 commuter cars, assuming a l5-mile commute each way.
Consider ozone in the air that
is generated by a complex process
from unburned hydrocarbons formed
in combustion. Ozone affects the
permeability to water of the cells
in the leaf of the plant in the
same way apparently that it affects the permeability to water of
cells in the lung. They leak.
Therefore, we can use, and we do
use at our Station, plants as
guinea pigs to investigate the
mode of action of ozone. The tobacco variety W Bel 2 is the most
sensitive plant that we know for
research on ozone damage. The W
part of the code means Windsor
(the location of our tobacco laboratory) and Bel means Beltsville.
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In passing I may say that the
acre of foliage mentioned above
will absorb the ozone from only
eight commuter cars.
Noise pollutes the air. We in
agriculture can investigate, and
we at our place are investigating,
the geometry of the arrangement of
plants to quench noise on roadsides and between neighbors. Are
hemlocks and pines with their
needles superior to broad leaved
plants, for example?
The water: Man dumps his sewage
and industrial wastes into water.
We in agriculture can investigate
the possibility of using farm
crops and forests to filter corruption from the water. Nitrates
and phosphates enter the streams
and eutrophy the lakes . Some
persons try to hang this onto
farmers.
Can they? What is the
phosphate and nitrate budget of a
lake? How much is in the muds at
the bottom? How much can be recycled from the muds? What do
sewage systems contribute, how
much nitrogen comes down in rain
from nitric oxides from
combustion?
Nitrogen comes from the air, is
converted into ammonia, fed to
plants, then to people, emerges
as sewage, is oxidized to nitrate
in sewage plants, enters the
streams, increases eutrophication,
enters drinking water, and affects
the blood of newborn infants if
i t is used in their formulas.
What can we in agriculture do?
The organisms: Agriculturists
have explored the pathways of
nitrification for generations. We
have struggled hard to convert ni-

trogen to nitrates and keep it
there so crop plants can use it.
Let our microbiologists rotate 180
degrees with the agronomists.
Let
them explore the nitrification
process in reverse.
Let them use
microorganisms to reduce nitrates,
nitrites, and ammonia to N2 and
thus complete the cycle.
We can use organisms in other
ways as sinks.
Let entomologists
rotate 180 degrees like the agronomists and microbiologists. Let
them use maggots to reduce the
volume of organic wastes.
Of
course, maggots produce flies and
nobody wants flies.
Let the entomologists look at Drosophila
with its wingless mutations.
If
we can discover wingless Drosophila, we can produce wingless
houseflies and wingless bluebottle
flies.
Let them work for us like
honeybees except they will work in
honey buckets!
Odors you say! Absorb the odors
on activated carbon.
And so you see my scientific
colleagues, there are many options
open to us as we design our Strategy for the Tragedy of the Commons.
This will buy time while
the population essays the gargantuan task of adjusting its size
to the dimensions of the Commons
that is available to us.
If that
be done, there will be no head on
clash of freedoms--no Tragedy
of the Commons.
May I end as I began and congratulate the College of Agriculture on a great century of service
to Missouri and the nation. May
you continue the good work for a
second century!
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Prof . C. M. Fe r guson , Raleigh ,
N. C., waB the fourth Cente>lll1:al
lecturer, May 8 , 1970 . Although
a profes80r of adult education
at North Ca r olina State Univ~r
sity at the time of hi
lecture ,
Prof . Fer'guBon was best knowr! for
his careel' in Cooperative Extcrlsi an Service programs . Following a distir!guished career with
the Ohi o Cooperative Extension
Servive , Prof . Fergu Or! became
administrator of the Federal
Extension Service for the United
States Department of Agriculture
in Washingt on , D. C., alld later'
became assistant secretal'y of
the Department of Agricultur~ .
FO l' these reasons, the MiSl.JotH'i
Coope ra tive Extension Service ,
which asked to host a Centennial
lecturer , invi ted }1'of . Fer:J,,~o'l
to the University campus . Fi ttingly , his lecture was conc"l',wd
with ag1'icultural extension Pl'Ograms--one of three great ar,aS
o f r esponsibility of the American
c ol leg es o f agriculture .
It was on May 8 , 1914 , that
Co ngr e ss passed th Smith - Lever
Act st ablishing the Cooperativ~
Extensi on Service . Prof . Fer'guson ' s lecture was timed to
coincide with this signifi ant
date.
WHEN THE history of the landgrant university system is writt en , no name will h ave greater
significance than that of Norman
J. Co lman, Missouri editor and
statesman.
It was he who in 1885
called the preSidents of the
land-gr ant co lleges into a conference which laid the groundwork
for the passage of t h e Hatch Act
name d for a fellow Missourian
who steered the l egislation
through the House of Representatives. This assemb l y also
mark ed the beginnings of wh at was
then known as the Association of
American Agricultural Colleges
and Experiment Stations .
Time has taken this organization through man y c hang es in name
and form.
We now kn ow it as the
National Association of State
Universities and Land- Grant Colleges.
Whate ver changes may h ave
occurred in its scope of influence , it mus t b e recalled that
among the early l eaders of the
Association and its member in stitutions were those innovative ,
creative people who welded these
young, struggling institution s
into an organization th at provided the daring leaders hip that
took the camp us of each me mber

institution into rural homes and
into every field, foresL, and
feed lot in over 3 ,000 counties
where husbandry was praclice d.
It was cooperation not competition belween and among thes e
budding instiLutions that characterized their attit ud es. The
Association provided th e morLar
that bound the foundation stones
of a philosophy thaL stood out in
bo l d relief against a backdrop of
traditional educational concepts
of an earlier period.
The words of the Morril Act ,
"I n order to promote the liberal
and practical education of the
industrial classes in the several
pursuits and professions in
life . .. " (1), gave ample evidence
that the framers of lhe legislation saw a need to extend higher
education to the boy and girl who
grew up on the wrong side of the
tracks, or whose parents were
farmers or mechanics. These new
institutions were to break ground
t hat was virgin sod.
Th e act required these colleges
"To teach such branches of l earning as are related to agricu ltu re
and the mechanic acts." (2) The
pursuit of these provisions
through teaching, research , and extension education h as forged on
th e anvils of experience a com-
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plex of disciplines in the science and art of agriculture, engineering, and home economics.
It was this determined effort
that was to move the primitive
agriculture of a century ago to
the professional status it enjoys
today.
Students of government continue
to marvel at the success in administration which involves two
levels of government, federal and
state, in fostering and developing a functioning national partnership.
To Missourian Norman
Colman must go a full measure of
credit for his foresight and
leadership in providing the catalytic spark that was to ignite
the fires which would forge half
a hundred pieces into a functioning whole.
From this partnership came the
Hatch Act of 1887 and with i t was
born a basis for administrative
cooperation. A few years later
the challenge came to further
strengthen this relationship when
the recommendations of the extension committee of the Association
of Land-Grant Colleges and Experiment Stations, under the leadership of President Kenyon L.
Butterfield of the Massachusetts
Agricultural College, reported to
the Association in 1904 that each
college "Should develop as rapidly as possible a definite tripartite organization that would
reach the college in its three
functions as an organ of research,
as an educator of students, and as
a distributor of information to
those who cannot come to
college." (3)
Four years later the Country
Life Commission, appointed by
President Theodore Roosevelt, gave
this idea more credence when they
supported the Butterfield Report
and recommended the creation of a
national extension system.
Another four years and the
Smith-Lever Act became law. This
Act did not create extension work.
Dean Kiehl advises me that Missouri had 10 county farm advisors
at the time the act was passed.
The colleges, experiment stations,
and the department of agriculture
had for many years been active in
extension education.
Seaman A.
Knapp of the United States Department of Agriculture had been for
several years successfully holding
demonstrations in the south.
In
1903, he established on the Porter
Farm in Kauffman County, Tex.,
what is recognized as the first
successful extension demonstra-

tion.
This was memorialized by
the erection of a marker on the
Porter Farm in 1953. Early efforts of the Department of Agriculture in the north were marked
by success in farm man agement education under W. J. Spillman and
C. B. Smith, both of the Department of Agriculture.
At this ti me there was a stirring of interest and a desire
expressed for out-of-state educational help.
This had taken form
and substance through farmers'
institutes, which had their beginnings in Massachusetts i n 1863.
Eddy reports t h at:
"By 1903 all
but six of the 52 states and territories had well-established i n stitute programs .. . b y 1914 insti tutes were held i n every state
and county with 8,861 sessions
attended by 3,050,150 people." ( 4)
As the institutes grew, college
and experiment station support for
them grew apace.
In fact, some
concern was expressed that experiment station people were spending
so much time lecturing that their
research was suffering. Institute
programs were designed for both
farmers and their wives (5 ) and
special sessions were held for
children. My interest in goi n g to
college to study poultry was the
result of watching Professor W. R.
Graham of t h e Ontario Agricultural
College gi v e a culling demonstration at a farmers' institute that
we were allowed to attend as high
school s tuden ts .
As early as 1902, A. B. Graham,
as Dean Miller mentioned in his
history, "Missouri College of
Agriculture--Through A Half Century in Retrospect" (6), organized
in Ohio what he called experimental clubs of boys and girls. Mr.
Graham, a township school superintendent, was fired for holding
these Saturday meetings in the
school, so he moved to another
county and held his club meetings
in the courthouse out of the reach
of the local school board. Mr.
Graham became the first superintendent of extension in Ohio in
1906 and for many years was associated with the federal extension
office, passing away but a few
years ago in his 90s, leaving .a
world-wide youth movement that
has translated 4-H into more than
60 languages and dialects.
If the Smith-Lever law did not
create extension--what did it do?
It created a cooperativ e system of
administration between the USDA
and each land-grant college and
provided federal funds in support
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of the system.
The Act states this work is to
be done by the land-grant college
in cooperation with the Department
of Agriculture. What a difference
it would have made if the law had
been written requiring extension
work to be done by the USDA in cooperation with the land-grant colleges.
It provides for extension
work to:
"Be carried out in such
a manner as may be mutually agreed
upon by the Secretary of Agriculture and the state agricultural
college or colleges." (7)
In these brief phrases lies the
legal authority and the responsibility for cooperation between an
arm of the federal government and
an instrumentality of state government. Little wonder that students of administration, especially those from other countries,
often despair in their attempts to
understand why this arrangement
works at all.
It is not in keeping with a philosophy of government that rests on "straight line"
administration. The answer must
lie in the time-proven willingness
of men of good will to agree to
put the needs of people above
bureaucratic differences of personal opinion. Amazing as it
seems to many, the system has
functioned well for over a half
century. Of course, there have
been disagreements, but time and
patience have resolved them. There
have been times when the partnership seemed weak, uncertain, insecure, and the mutuality of the
partnership threatened. Recently
we have seen a remarkable recovery
from one of those low points. The
wisdom of the framers of the legislation has been vindicated once
more.
In choosing a title for this
talk, I chose three words from the
purpose of the act which reads:
"In order to aid in the diffusing
among the ~eoPle of the United
States use ul and practical information on subjects relating to
agriculture and home economics and
to encourage the application of
the same." (8)
Certainly this is a broad assignment.
It does not restrict
extension work to farmers, their
wives, or children, but opens the
doors of educational opportunity
to serve people anywhere who are
interested in, or concerned about,
"subjects relating to agriculture
and home economics." This audience reaches from primary producers of food and fibre to the
transporter, the processor, the

wholesaler, the retailer, the
credit agency, and finally to the
consumer.
In our complex economy,
there are endless areas of opportunity for educational work in
what the act calls "agriculture
and home economics and subjects
relating thereto." If I were to
choose another title for this
talk, it would be the immortal
words of Kipling, "nor lose the
common touch." Our land-grant
colleges through extension have
not lost the common touch and
their outreach is found "among the
people" wherever they may be and
whatever they may do, because
there is no one who should be more
concerned with agriculture than
the consumer and that includes all
of us.
When we study legislation, it is
as important to understand the intent of the legislation as it is
to know the word of the law. To
do this, we read the hearings on
bills, the debate on the floor of
the house and senate.
It becomes
evident as we do so that the
framers of the Smith-Lever Act
were men of broad vision. They
saw far beyond the skills of farming. Said Congressman Lever:
"The itinerant teacher or demonstrator (extension agent or specialist) will be expected to give
as much thought to the economic
side of agriculture, the marketing, standardizing, and grading of
farm products, as he gives to the
matter of larger acreage yields.
He is to assume leadership in
every movement whatever it may be,
the aim of which is better farming, better living, more happiness, more education, and better
citizenship." (9)
These words as as important, as
timely, and as much of a challenge
today as they were in 1914.
Extension history before and
after President Wilson penned his
name to the Smith-Lever Act 56
years ago today is much too extensive to condense in one short
talk. May I therefore attempt a
time collapse and divide those
extension years into three eras:
The Era of Skepticism
The Era of Confidence
The Era of Dependence
When extension moved from one
era to another is not a matter of
a particular day in a particular
place. It was a different day in
different places and with different people.
The Era of Skepticism may not
have occurred within the time
reach of you, but I remember it
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well. Of course, not everyone was
skeptical about what research was
revealing and what early extension
teachings might accomplish if put
into practice. The idea that
young college graduates in agriculture and home economics could
tell seasoned, experienced farmers
and homemakers more than they had
learned from experience and folklore was to many an unpalatable
idea. I had an old farmer in
southern Ohio r~aicule my recommendations to feed skim milk to
chickens by advising me that if
the good Lord had intended chickens to drink milk, He would have
put teats on the hens. In fact,
the very idea of sending boys to
an agricultural college prompted
the following comment in an 1885
edition of the Milwaukee Sentinel:
"The idea of sending boys to college for several years with no
other aim than learning to farm
is certainly original. No professor of beets, no lecturer on
calves, no gentleman occupying
the exalted chair of manures, no
professor of cow pens or corn bins
or of stubble fields, or of shorthorns or cheese curds can do for
the boy what he can do for himself
at home." (10)
The skeptics did not limit their
attacks to the subject matter of
these new institutions. They
blasted them for the social innovations they espoused. The landgrant institutions pioneered in
college co-education.
Dr. Eddy reports: "This was to
be a heated and much debated subject of the day." ..•. Dorothy
Schaffter and Thomas Woody, in an
article entitled, "Education of
Women" report:
"The opposition
(to co-education) proclaimed the
inevitable loss of "the delicate
bloom of womanhood" in the "enforced familiarity" of the mixed
college: the corruption of manmers and morals: It would destroy
romance, bring disillusionment,
fewer marriages, hence race suicide: it would lower intellectual
standards, for woman was a weaker
vessel: again, when girls have
proved stronger than expected, coeducation was opposed on the ground
that one must safeguard the boys'
scholarship: it was detrimental to
physical health, emasculated boys,
stunted girls: in sum, co-education, to opponents, seemed the
epitome of "reform against
nature," for what God had differentiated, man should not strive to
make the same." (11)
I wonder what they would say to-

day about co-educational dormitories?
Time, patience, and hard work by
extension administrators and
faculty were the prevailing factors in bringing to an end the Era
of Skepticism and gradually there
came across t he land a new attitude: it was:
The Era of Confidence. It came
with lectures at farmers' institutes, through agricultural
trains, and at corn shows. It
came with farmers' weeks on the
campus, with soil and cow testing.
It resulted from result demonstrations on a neighbor's farm and the
growing feeling that extension
worker had but one mission--to
help--and that his advice was
solidly s uppor ted by research in
the experiment stations.
In Missouri it came from creative strengthening of the extension organization. Missouri was
among the first to grant faculty
status to county workers and by
so doing created an integrated
functioning organization. This
was further strengthened when Missouri pioneered in making women
agents coordinate with men agents.
Missouri administrators did not
wait for federal legislation to
prod them into taking this step.
Another early accomplishment in
Missouri was the policy of granting sabbatic leaves to extension
personnel. These were but a few
of the forward-looking decisions
that have made the county office a
true outpost of the University.
More recently Missouri broke new
ground in re-organizing to bring
the full force and influence of the
entire University to bear on the
economic and social life of every
community, rural and urban, in the
state. And so Missouri's dynamic
leadership has put the state well
in the forefront of extension innovation and in so doing pressed
into limbo the era of skepticism
and fostered the breeding of confidence in science and education.
You, as administrators, teachers, researchers, and extension
workers and those who have gone
before you have each played a role
in this great drama of science and
its applications. And so the
scenes shifted from Act I--skepticism to Act II--confidence. And
now you stand on center stage with
the most important role yet to be
played. It is an awesome role because you are now in:
The Era of Dependence. This is
a time when every businessman,
whether he be farmer, banker, man-
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ufacturer, or distributor, or you
and I as consumers, rely and depend on science, on the findings of
the research, and on the teachings
of these institutions. Science
has become the bulwark of our
economy and the mainstay of our
society.
We proudly say we are agents of
change--you say there is nothing
new about change. But there is.
It is its unrelenting acceleration. Yesterday's science is not
enough to solve tomorrow's problems. It may be too late to do
much about today's problems. We
must pattern our extension programs to meet the needs of tomorrow, of next month, and of next
year.
The changes we have seen in
years past may now seem to have
come slowly. One-hundred years
ago it is estimated that over 90
percent of the people in Missouri
were living on farms, employing
primitive methods and 96 percent
of the farm power was generated by
the muscles of man and mule. In
1960, only 33 percent of the
state's population was engaged in
farming and 96 percent of the energy used on farms was purchased
with hard cash. It is oil, steel,
and electricity. I have lived
one-half of the time since the
days of the pony express, when it
took 80 men and 400 horses 10 days
to send a letter from St. Joe,
Mo., to Sacramento and it cost the
receiver $5. Today you dial your
family or business associate in
California without as much as an
assist from the "girl at central."
Change has reached hurricane
proportions and we must live with
it, understand it, encourage, and
deal with it. We could find a
nice, warm, fur-lined groove--call
it a rut if you will--crawl in and
hope that the winds of change will
blow over. This is hardly the
attitude that has made the philosophy of the land-grant univeristy
extension the envy of the world.
A second alternative would be to
stay securely under cover, deep
down in our fur-lined rut, and
hope that the winds of change will
abate and we could corne out, help
people pick up the pieces, and
reconstruct an economy that hopefully would look like the old one.
There is only one hitch. The
winds of change are not about to
blow themselv es out.
A third alternative and the one
most in keeping with our heritage
is to face the wind and through
research and education help people

channel the forces of change into
an orderly constructive environment as we move from the accomplishments of today to the challenge s of tomorrow.
This will take courage--the kind
of' courage Director Burch had when
he led the nation in a program of
Balanced Farming. It will take
more of the kind of courage you
and your leaders have demonstrated
in bringing the total resources of
this great campus to every facet
of life in the state through the
University of Missouri Extension
Division.
These changes do not corne about
easily for the simple reason that
you must search for and find the
leaders in every community who are
willing and capable of becoming
your partners. The good executive
is one who gets things done
through others.
Again Missouri was the innovator
and by act of the Legislature created in each county a University
of Missouri Extension Council. In
effect, it created by law a functioning arm of the University in
each county with clearly defined
authority and responsibility. By
doing so, local leadership became
an official part of a great university as it extended t he hand of
cooperation to the citizenry of
the state.
There is so little that one can
do by himself, but his accomplishments are legion when he harnesses
the power of community leadership.
I use the term executive purposely. Executive action is not the
sole prerogative of a college
president, a dean, a director, or
a superv isor. Peter Drucker, whom
I consider this generation's
greatest genius in executive efficiency, says:
"Every knowledge
worker in modern organization is
an executive if by virtue of his
position or knowledge he is responsible for the contribution
that materially affects the capacity of the organization to perform
and to obtain results." (12)
Let's remember that authority
comes in many packages and wi th
many labels. The least effective
of these is the authority of position identified wi th a title. The
authority that really counts is
the authority of leadership and it
has many components such as competence (know-how), character, and
personality. These are the components of leadership. This is the
authority that spells vitality in
the organization. Frederick
Kappel, in his book, "Vitality in
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a Business Organization," says:
"A •... symptom of lowered vitality
appears when a business (organization) gets the reputation of being
a secure and stable outfit but not
a venturesome one." (13)
Speaking of leadership President
Eisenhower said, "Leadership is
the ability to decide what is to
be done and then get others to do
it." The kind of leadership it
takes to get this done comes with
the authori ty of competence, of
character and of personality.
Hidden among these characteristics
is courage. Samuel Johnson once
said, "Courage is reckoned to be
the greatest of all virtues because unless a man has virtue, he
has no preservation of
others." (14)
These are some of the components
of leadership--the kind of leadefship Congressman Lever must h.ave
meant when he was defending the
Smith-Lever bill in Congress.
This is the kind of leadership
that has so well exemplified extension in Missouri. It is what
it has taken and will continue to
take in order to ensure vitality
in the extension organization.
We cannot afford complacency
and Missouri has never suffered
from it.
The antidote to complacency is creativity and innovation.
It often requires the courage to stop doing something in
order. to marshal resources of people and money for an exciting new
venture.
Certainly one far-sighted venture is seen in the organizing of
the state into 20 areas with full
realization that time and change
have tended to erode the importance of county boundaries and
that the modernization of agriculture calls for greater expertise closer to where the action
occurs.
The world of tomorrow will cry
out for new ideas, new concepts,
new programs, and tomorrow is
almost here. It is being molded
today.
It is being forged in
the heat of controversy of divergent ideas.
It is being hammered
out on the anvils of creativity.
In your hands is the metal and its
final form will depend on your
imagination and skill as the artisan.
You are the smithy. Your
product will be the citizen of tomorrow.
Peter Drucker reminds us that
"The future is not going to be
made tomorrow:
it is being made
today .... and that •.•. results are
obtained by exploiting opportuni-

ties, not by solving problems ....
resources to produce results must
be allocated to opportunities and
not to problems." (15)
And so on this historic occasion, we glance back but briefly-only long enough to better plot a
forward course. A visitor in
Washington once asked a cab driver
what was meant by the inscription
on the Archi ves Building.
"The
past is prologue." Replied the
cab driver, "All that means is
that you ain't seen nothing yet."
Today at the end of a century,
we look ahead because as Peter
Drucker says, "The future is being
made today." Tomorrow is another
day and it will be a bright one
for the University of Missouri
and its Extension Division.
In conclusion, may I quote H. H.
Hayward who said:
"I believe in
tomorrow because it is unspoiled.
I have not, nor has anyone yet
written on it with the grimy fin~er of folly or selfishness or
sin. No wars have been fought in
tomorrow.
No lie has been told
or dishonest deed done in tomorrow.
No man has treacherously
failed a friend in tomorrow.
Tomorrow is one clean, beautiful
day, the day on which dreams come
true, on which the impossible
things will yet be done, on which
I shall have the nerve and the
will to be and do that which was
too much for me in the grim battle
of today.
"I believe in tomorrow."
(16)
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devoting a substantial part of my
career.
In my discussion, I will try to
do essentially three things:
1) I would like to develop some
kind of rationale--it may not be
the right one--for the involvement of a school of agriculture
as a part of a land-grant university in international affairs;
2) I would like to indicate some
of the program areas in which the
demands for the services of the
university exist and opportunities for contributing exist; and
3) I would then like to examine,
or at least toss out for your
consideration, certain internal
and external barriers that I
think have tended to keep schools
of agriculture in our system
from becoming more deeply and
more rapidly involved than they
have in international education
and research.
Let me turn to the first issue-the rationale for involvement.
The major thrust of my argument
here today is, I hope, a straightforward one and I would like to
argue that involvement of United
States schools of agriculture in
international education and research and development endeavors
is very much in our own enlightened national self-interest.
Unless we can believe and rationalize it this way, then our involvement does not make very
much sense.
I would argue that
this point of involvement by our
schools of agriculture, and more
generally our university system,
is essential to the continuation
and the improvement of our way
of life because I feel that the
continuation and improvement of
our way of life is simply incompatible with a world in which a
majority of people are poor and
are getting poorer.
Secondly, I would argue that
such work is in our national
self-interest in terms of the
satisfactions that we may obtain by gaining an objective
that cuts to the very heart of
our national system of values.
And in this I think I am arguing for the expansion of freedom
of opportunity for all men, not
just the citizens of the United
States.
Third, and a bit more pragmatic,
it seems to me that the opportunity costs of non-involvement by
our educational institutions,
and particularly our schools of
agriculture, are and will be extremely high. These opportunity

costs of non-involvement will rise
in terms of foregone opportunities
of possible market expansions in
the rest of the world's population. These economic zeros really
need not occur. Consequently,
this has inferences and implications to our own economy.
I think also that there are, or
will be, opportunity costs of
non-involvement in terms of foregone opportunities for the investment of our society's capital and
managerial ability abroad. Also,
there will be opportunity costs in
terms of career opportunities for
our people.
Fourth, I think that one must
argue in our national interest
for involvement of our schools of
agriculture in terms of the opportunities which we will have to
discharge more completely--the
fundamental and quite unique responsibilities of all scientists
and educators.
These are the responsibilities of the expansion
and dissemination of knowledge,
and the creation of increased capacity wherever this might be
needed for both generation and
dissemination of knowledge.
Fifth, I would argue that the
involvement of a faculty such
as yours and mine in international education and research is
really essential to excellence,
and continued excellence, in educational functions of the world.
united States agriculture is increasingly interdependent or dependent upon what happens in the
rest of the world.
I think this
involvement in international problems is important for the same
set of reasons as it is important
for your University to be involved in agriculture in the state
of Missouri.
I would argue this
from the standpoint of your undergraduate education, your graduate
education program, and your adult
education program.
And, finally, it seems to me
that from the standpoint of a
land-grant institution that we do
have a mandate to respond to expanding demands for educational
and scientific services. Such
response is at the very heart of
the land-grant tradition. What
we face here are new sets of demands to which we must find some
way to respond.
Let me turn now to a listing of
the kinds of educational and research services that are being
demanded, and I think will be demanded in increased quantities,
of the schools of agriculture in
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the international sphere.
I will go through a number of
items hurriedly because you are
quite familiar with them. But
I will want to pause and discuss
one particular point.
First of all there is a set of
demands for international educational programs at our undergraduate level. These demands are
of two orders.
Some of our students believe
they must have an appropriate
understanding of the international dimension of the sector of
industry with which they will be
working. These students believe
this, even though they expect to
have an essentially domestic career in agriculture or related
fields.
We must be aware of these
needs.
Other students may be interested
in an international agricultural
career whether it is one in which
they serve abroad or one in which
they work in the United States
for an organization with international interests.
'This situation creates a paradox.
I am sure you are concerned
with it here at Missouri just as
we are at Purdue.
There is the set of issues concerning the nature of the demand
for people trained at the bachelor's level in the agriculture
sciences in international business
and public life.
This is not at
all clear. There are those that
argue that there is little demand
for people with this training.
There are others who argue that
there are increasing opportunities
for people to move into tremendous
careers in international agriculture.
I don't think we know the
answer to this question.
I feel
it is one with which we must work.
Another part of the paradox concerns the kind of educational program which will best prepare young
people to move into the international sphere. And, again I do
not believe that we have experimented or even thought enough
about the kind of international
educational program that we as
schools of agriculture need to
have to fill whatever demand might
exist in this area.
Still another kind of demand
comes from our graduate students.
This comes in several parts. One
of these sets of demands comes
from our students in the united
States who are pointing toward
~nternational scientific careers.
It seems to me that we are
dealing here with an educational

equation in which we must ask ourselves what are the components of
excellence of training for agricultural scientists who want and
will find opportunity to work as
scientists and as educators in
international work?
I argue that the components of
this kind of an educational program consists, first of all, of
very excellent training as scientists. My colleagues argue that
our big problem in international
areas is that we send overdeveloped scientists to underdeveloped
regions.
I think this is sheer
nonsense.
I don't know what an
overdeveloped scientist is.
I do think that in order to
prepare people for careers in
international work that we need
something else. I would suggest that we have substantive
content in graduate educational
programs which deals with the
problems of developing agriculture, of international agriculture, and the relationship between developed agricultures or
developed societies and those
that are not. And, finally, I
would argue that we must also
build into training programs
for scientists desiring international careers work a bonafide
kind of professional experience
in research or professional service.
The second part of the demands
for international education at
the graduate level is tied in
with foreign students.
I think
that this issue really breaks
into two parts. One of the
parts, one of the issues, is
that our graduate schools do not
have anywhere near the capacity
necessary to train the numbers
and the kinds of agricultural
scientists that a modern world
agriculture requires.
I think
we need to provide this graduate training in our own selfinterest. We need to do what we
can to expand the number of
scientists. But, because of the
large numbers involved here, I
feel that we simply do not have
and will not have the capacity to
do this. This means, of course,
something in terms of our involvement in international agriculture.
Another part of this question
of training for foreign graduate
students turns upon the nature of
the graduate education experience,
that of being relevant to the future careers of these young foreign students. Our schools of
agriculture and the graduate
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schools of which they are a part
have a pot.e ntial role to play
that I think is extremely impo~tant.
This is one of participating in creating graduate
educational capacity abroad.
Development demands sharply expanded numbers of scientists.
If we and other developed nations cannot train these scientists, then it seems to me that
the obvious answer is to work
on expanding the graduate training capacities within the developing nations.
It also suggests
to me the need for expanding the
international research endeavors.
of our schools as a vehicle by
which we might better train both
students from abroad and our own
students who are interested in
careers in international work.
Another opportunity open to
schools of agriculture is in the
area of research on non-domestic
agricultural problems. And here
I think we have learned one thing
that we should have known all
along for it has been clearly
pointed out in our development
experiences over the past 20 to
25 years. This is that development will occur at an acceptable
rate in the less developed parts
of our world without a substantive broadening and deeping of
the knowledge base.
We started our assistance programs on a false premise. This
premise was that enough is already known and that we could
transfer this knowledge and this
would be sufficient.
It seems
reasonably clear that this was a
false premise. At this point in
time, if we are serious about
worrying about development abroad,
I think we need to face the fact
that there must be a substantively greater investment in agricultural science and research and a
sharp expansion of the knowledge
base if development is to proceed
at an acceptable rate.
I think it is also reasonably
clear at this point in time that
the developing nations simply do
not have the research capability
to do the job in a time span that
will be acceptable to their citizens.
I would add that there is
in many of the developing nations
a small and growing scientific
capability as relates to the agricultural sciences.
I think it's
important that we remember this
and tie it into something else.
There is still another point.
In my view our agricultural research community, of which this

institution is an important
part as is mine and as is the
United States Department of
Agriculture and the private
laboratories of our agricultural sector, has or could develop fairly rapidly a major capability to expand the knowledge
base vis-a-vis non-domestic
agriculture problems.
And I would argue that it is the
welding together of the scientific capabilities of this and other
developed nations and of the specialized international research
centers that really holds the
potential for agricultural development abroad and, consequently, for the development of the
total economies of developing
nations.
I would argue that developing this research potential
constitutes the major challenge
of the next few decades to universities like yours and like
mine.
I would add parenthetically that if I read the sign
right, this will in fact be
the major thrust of the foreign
assistance program of the United
States in the years ahead. But
I may not be reading the sign
right and, politically, it may
not come out this way.
But at
least at this point of time, it
seems reasonably clear that this
is going to be a major thrust.
There are additional reasons
that tie back to things I said
earlier for the active participation by research scientists of
your school and of Purdue and of
other good universities around the
circuit in this world-wide network of agricultural science.
I
argue, for example, that it will
provide us with increased opportunities to discharge scientific
responsibilities that are inescapably ours.
I think there is
potential pay-off--the solution
of some of our domestic problems.
In the expansion of our research efforts I think there are
real opportunities for the improvement of both our undergraduate educational programs and
graduate educational programs.
I think, too, that in this process we will be able to generate
the knowledge base that our agriculture will need to adjust appropriately to changes in world
agriculture. Again, in our own
self-interest, I would argue that
we need to know as much as we
possibly can about agriculture in
the rest of the world.
And, finally, this kind of involvement could constitute a major
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step toward the creation of a viable world community of scholars
and scholarship. Perhaps this
is a bit far out, but it is my
thinking at least. And I wou ld
go one step beyond this.
I
would argue that in the future
this community of scholars and
scholarship may be our most meaningful--perhaps only--weapon of
international diplomacy.
I think the part we play, the
part we ought to play, in this
international network of agricultural science, in strengthening
and participating more actively in
it, is a major issue for the faculty of your and my schools to
worry about as they look toward
the future.
Adult education is an area that
I think provides tremendous opportunity as a part of your total
international program. We, as
schools of agriculture, have not
in my view really provided our own
domestic clientele with educational opportunities about international affairs, about international agriculture, about i nternational trade, and the like that
we have the responsibility to
provide.
I think equally there are some
extremely important kinds of educational opportunities for adult
educational programs with foreign
scientists--agriculturalists,
technicians, and administrators.
In our school, and I suspect in
many others, we have not taken
these opportunities as seriously as certain other educational
opportunities.
.
There is one other opportun~ty
that I wi ll say a little about.
(That is not to say that I do not
think it is important.
I think it
is extremely important.)
This opportunity concerns our involvement in assisting foreign educational research and service institutions to develop. This is the
whole business of institution
building and discharging our responsibilities to create greater
capacity abroad for educational
services and for the generation
of knowledge.
These, then, are a few of the
areas that, in my view, a top
school of agriculture ought to
consider as a part of a potentially comprehensive program of
international education and research.
Let's now turn to another
point. Th is relates to the question of "why haven't we done this
a lot sooner in our lOO-year

history if it is all this good? "
Th ere are many reasons for this
and I think you know most of
them. There have been barriers
to greater involvement of our
schools of agriculture in international affairs. Some of these
have been real barriers and some
not so real.
Let me list a few things that
have occurred to me that explain
the lack of involvement of our
schools in international work.
One of these is something I call
doctrine . By this I mean the
definition that this faculty and
institution has of its reason for
being. I think it's important to
recognize in this context that
most of us came out of rural
America. Most of us carne up
through the land-grant system and
deeply embedded in our thinking
and philosophy and the way we operate is a doctrine that tells us
that our main reason for being
here is to provide knowledge and
education to our local clientele.
And I want to be clear that this
has been a source of our greatness as institutions in terms of
our solution of domestic problems, in terms of our educational programs . I would not for
~e moment attempt to destroy
tpis kind of concept. It is the
very basis of our greatness.
But I do think we need to recognize and think about this doctrine as we consider the role of
the school of agriculture in
international education and research. We have the opportunity,
if we go about it right and
thoughtfully and wisely, to serve
these same people and others in
a different but no less important way.
.
And going back to an earl~er
point I would argue that our way
of life cannot continue to grow
and develop in a world in which
two-thirds of the people are
poor and are getting poorer. I
do not think these differences
are compatible. So, in a very
important sense I would argue
that the appropriate involvement of a school of agriculture
in international education and
research is not consistent with
our basic doctrine, our basic
concept, for our reason for
being.
A second set of barriers to
our involvement is made up of
what I call structural and legal
barriers. We chose as a nation,
and wisely we think to develop
a set of agricultural and mechan55

ical arts colleges on a state
rather than a federal basis .
We do make up a part of a federation of state educational and
research institutions. But as
part of this we do have certain
legal restrictions and sometimes
policy restrictions on the uses
to which we can put public funds
at our disposal. And many times
these are restricted in terms of
activities--educational and research--in which we can become
involved.
If we look at ourselves closely as a group of agricultural
scientists and educators, it is
difficult to call ourselves a
cadre of internationalists because, by and large, we have
very little, in the aggregate,
history or tradition in international service. This, too,
has been a barrier toward greater involvement in international
programs.
Fourth, I think that our system of rewards as academics in
academic institutions have traditionally been geared to the
doctrine that guides our institutions. We have felt that rewards are greater when we keep
our nose to our domestic grindstone. This is changing--slowly, but it is changing.
We also have barriers in terms
of financial barriers to greater
involvement and these are very
real. We have had a certain
kind of imperfection in our institutional means of supporting
international education and research. One of the greatest
sources of funding as you all know
in the last 20 years has been from
the Agency for International
Development and predecessor agency
funds.
But frankly these organizations have looked to schools
of agriculture for services that
the y need in terms of discharging
their responsibility abroad. To
a certain extent foundations have
done the same kind of thing. The
same is true of sources of international funds from United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization, and the like.
We did make a major attempt to
create some institutional rationality for the funding of these _
programs through the international
educational act. This is a kind
of Hatch Act for international
work in research and education.
This is on the books, but it has
never been funded.
So we do
have financial kinds of barriers.
One of our hangups as facul ties

of agriculture has been a somewhat naive and erroneous concept
of the magnitude and time dimension involved in the development
of agriculture abroad. We tend to
look at these as temporary programs, as short-run endeavors in
which we get in and we get out.
Really, we all know how long it
took to develop a great Department
of Agricultural Economics in
Missouri, or your great Department
of Animal Husbandry. We have been
awfully naive about the length
of committment to develop a great
university in a less developed
nation. We've been working with
one in Brazil for 20 years and we
have just now gotten the foundation above the ground. And, we
think we have done pretty well.
These are not all of the factors
that have conditioned the kinds
of responses of our institutions
and faculties to involvement in
international educational research. When one makes a list of
barriers like this it seems quite
formidable.
It is. But the barriers are not insurmountable. I
wou ld argue that important inroads are being made on each of
these barriers.
For example, I find in our faculty that a number of my colleagues would argue that we do
have a mission to perform and a
reason for being involved in international education and research.
I suspect the same is
true in your College. This comes
slowly. Change doesn't come overnight. But in the years at Purdue that I've been involved in
international work , I find a
great difference in the concept
which the faculty holds now compared to wha t it held 15 years
ago.
I think some of the structural and legal problems have been
solved, or can be solved, if we
go about it right. We still do
not have an international faculty
and we do not have a long tradition of involvement in international agriculture. But we have
a longer history than we had 20
ye ars ago and this is beginning
to show.
I think our s ystem of rewards
is beginning to reflect the fact
that good scientific work ,
whether it be done in India, or
in Columbia, Mo., or in Lafayette,
Ind., or DeSota, Brazil, is still
good scientific work . It is an
interesting experience to pick up
a professional journal--yours or
mine--of 20 years ago and look at
the articles. The difference in
56content is notable. These things

are beginning to be reflected and
I would argue that our system of
rewards and penalties are begin ning to reflect this appropriately.
The financial thing is a real
problem; we are going to have to
work hard on it. Your Dean Kiehl
and I worked together--as much as
20 solid days of very difficult
sessions--pounding out a document
with our State Department counterparts in the Agency for International Development. Changes are
reflected in the resulting document.
It is far from perfect,
but I think, Dean Kiehl, that it
took a long step down the road.
The changes make it possible, as
the plan is implemented, for institutions li ke ours to involve
themselves from a financial and
management viewpoint in a much
more meaningful way than we have
ever been able to do so before.
So bit by bit these things are
coming--they don't come easily-but they can be made to come
about.
And I think too that we are beginning to recognize far more
clearly the magnitude of the task
in which we are involved.
I
think we are coming around to the
point where we are not looking at
our i nvolvement in international
education and research as a shortrun program.
Instead, we are
looking at it in terms of stepping stones to continuing professional involvement with our
colleagues, individuals, and institutions in a world-wide network of scholarship and scholars
that will be meaningful to us as
professionals in our own field and
in our own way .
I think this is
the appropriate way that we need
to look at this.
In closing, let me leave this
challenge with you.
It is the
faculty at this school that has
to worry through the issues I

have tried to layout. What is
the doctrine of this school of
agriculture in regard to international education and research?
What kinds of programs on the
shopping list I described make
sense to you? What are the complimentary characteristics between
the current programs and those of
an international character that
you might develop. You, as a faculty, will need to do this bit by
bit and piece by piece.
I'm sure that in our programs at
Purdue University we have made
mistakes and that we are going to
make some more before we're done.
But, hopefully, every time we
make a mistake we learn from it
and we try to put things together a littl e better. This is
true even though in my work I
sometimes become discouraged
about how stupid I can be and
how many things can get fouled
up.
On the plane last night, I was
reading a book concerned with
developing national research
institutions. And in the part
I've read so far, the author goes
back and reports some of the
history of the experiences that
our system of research went
through in trying to create the
state-federal experiment stations
system that we currently have.
Most of us grew up at a time when
this was already a fact and probably took it for granted.
It is refreshing to read about
some of the things our experiment
stations and extension services
wen t through as these pieces
were added to our schools of agriculture.
I think that in a very
real way this is a similar kind
of thing we are trying to do in
terms of our international dimension in education and research.
I think the challenge is yours
and that the rewards can be great
for those who accept it.
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ON NOV. 4 , I Q68 , a th o rough examin a i o n o f o ur Ag ri c ultur a l ExperimenL s La ti on res ea r c h was begun .
In approachi ng th e evaluLi on , sta ff and chairmen a lik e
were e n co ura ged Lo focus on wh~ L
we s ho uld b e doing in resear~
and not defe nd whaL we are doing.
Over th e next 20 months th e SLation research wa s ex amined in
four disLinct ways .
First , eac h staff member was
ask d t o mak e a se lf -examinaLi on
of interes Ls and capabi liLi es ,
determine the imporLance of the
r esearc h he wished t o do , eva lu ate th e ef fort s of others in hi s
field , a nd id e ntif y the resources
which he wo uld need over the next
five t o ten years .
A seco nd xaminati o n inv olved
roughly the same hin gs for Lhe
department as a whole and was made
by eac h deparLmenL chairma n .
Third , I analyzed r esea rch being
don e in se l ec t ed areas by private
indu s try t o determine iLs sig nificance for the future direction of
th e Station ' s progr a m.
Th e f o u rth a nd final part of the
examination was a o ne or two day
review of a l l the for egoi ng material for each d epar tme nt in th e
presence of th e sta ff , the depar t me nt chairman , an invite d staff
member from t he Cooperative State
Research Service of the Unit ed
States Department of AgriculLure ,
and my se lf .
This doc ume n t wil l id e ntify the
imme diate results of th e e valuation , project what th e Station ' s
research program may look lik e in
1 980 , a nd spell out wh at wi l l b e
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necessa r y to mee t th e needs o f Lh e
program nvisioned for 1980 if the
oppo rLuniti es avai l able Lo u S are
Lo be modesLly realized .
Alth oug h Lhis eva lu at ion had a
beginn in g a nd a n e ndin g date , iL
s hould be poin t ed o u t LhaL research planning i s an o n-go in g ,
uvo luti o nary pr ocess . Th e mos t
important influ e nce of what has
be ' n done will be upo n research of
Lh e staff as individu a l s a nd as
membe r s of inLerdiscip l in a ry t eams
over the next many years .
The La ngibl e culminati o n of this
ex rcise was the ac tiv a ti o n on Jul y 1 , 1970, of a comp l e t e ly ne w set
of projects coveri ng Experiment
SLation research .
Th e mos t o bviou s result was a
reduction of nea rly 30 p e rcent or
some 77 research projects . Some
might interpret thi s to mean only
that 77 worn-out pro j ec ts wer e
Ler minaLed . Although thi s accounts for some of the r ed uction ,
o Lh er more s ignifi ca nt factors
account for the larg es t part .
--The mo s t important was t he response of staff members to the
c harg e that they id e nLify the ce n tral th e me or focus of th e ir resea rch . This wa s a depart ure from
o ur previous system in which the
sLaff ide ntified -- f o r t he most
par t -- narrow probl e ms i n their
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projects. One result was that
some staff members had two or more
projects. Under our new system
staff members have no more than
one project. This encourages them
to concentrate their efforts on a
single problem which should in
turn allow them to consider it in
greater depth.
--The reduction in number of
projects also is accounted for in
part by activation July 1 of 10
new team projects which involve
38 staff members. These teams
range in size from two staff members in one department to several
staff members representing three
departments and two divisions of
the University at Columbia. These
teams provide a mechanism for coordinating the efforts of staff
working on a common problem. They
also provide a mechanism for
bringing to bear the variety of
disciplines necessary to the solution of some of the complex problems faced today.
So much for the change in numbers of projects. Next, it is
important to note that a number of
staff members and some departments
made significant changes in research direction.
--Thirty-seven staff members
made a significant change in their
research--some even to the extent
of moving into a completely new
area.
--Partly as a result of these
projected changes by staff and
partly as a result of joint planning by the staff with the department chairman, the collective
research of three departments will
have a significantly different
look.
Another thing that happened was
that some voids were uncovered in
the research and steps were taken
to fill them .
--Individual staff members in
the Departments of Agricultural
Chemistry, Agronomy, Atmospheric
Science, and Agricultural Engineering now have expanded the focus of their projects to include
attention to air and water pollution which are serious problems
facing all segments of society.
- - I t was evident that we need to
be more responsive to the needs of
large-~cale poultry, swine, and
dairy producers for information on
production and management problems.
Since meeting these needs
logically calls for an input from
extension and the Department of
Agricultural Economics in addition
to research in the appropriate
commodity department, steps are

being tak en to bring t he se staff
together to plan and co nd uct t h e
necessary research as a team.
Finally, each staff member had
an opportunity to examine his
plans for research in light of
plans by fellow researche rs i n
other experiment stations, in the
USDA, and in private i ndustry
where applicable. Each department
chairman had this same opportunity
to examine research plans of others. This may be the most significant thing that happened in this
examinati o n. Many have a new
awareness of t he research effort
of which t hey are a part.
The impact of this a wareness
should continue to be reflected i n
many aspects of our research over
the next several years--a reduction in unnecessary duplication,
the stimulus to keep better appraised of changes, a better
knowledge of where to turn for
guidance as problems arise in
research .
Taken collectively, the plans of
individuals and departments provide a blueprint of the Station
research program. Of course, it
is impossible to predict the many
specific problems which will arisE
to alter plans of some scientists
and possibly even some departments. Likely, these necessary
adjustments in individual plans
will not materially c h ange the
over-all blueprint. What does
this blueprint look like?
The scope of anyone department's research will be smaller
than it has been. A reduct~on in
the number of research projects
obviously has this effect. Shifts
by staff and some departments to
concentrate their emphasis on
higher-priority research is a part
of this also.
Every department will have at
least one area of research in
which are concentrated enough
resources--scientists, graduate
students, facilities, and operating funds--to put it among the
leaders nationally. This will assure the associated clientele
group of the state a favorable
competitive position with other
states.
Research of individual scientists will have greater depth and
focus, thus justifying increased
support in t ne form of graduate
students, supportive staff, facilities, and operating funds.
We will have a large number of
teams in research, some of them
~nterdisciplinary.
Some of these
w~il deal with the application of
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science to problems which agriculture faces--which some think have
been losing in attention to more
basic research . Some of these
teams will also involve a close
working relationship between extension and research staff.
A number of research efforts
will have identity and visibility
outside of the areas traditionally
associated with a department.
These efforts will, in effect, be
the trademarks of Missouri's research. Of course, our research
must and will continue to meet the
needs of Missouri's agriculture
through efforts common to most experiment stations.
But the research efforts listed below will
serve to distinguish our research
among t he programs of all other
experiment stations.
Soybeans.
Several staff members
in Plant Pathology are shifting
their research emphasis to this
crop.
Some staff members in
Agronomy will add or expand research on physiological and cultural aspects of its production.
Part of the Food Science Department's research will deal with
fabricated foods aspects of soybeans. These new or expanded efforts when added to existing research in insect control, plant
breeding, weed control, and irrigation mean that this Station
will have a major effort on this
crop among the states important in
its production. Our efforts on
diseases may well exceed those of
any other experiment station.
Animal nutrition and metabolism.
This Experiment Station has a long
history of excellent research in
this area. Completion of the Animal Science Research Laboratory
early in the fall of 1970 will
provide for continued growth of
this research. Five departments
(Agricultural Chemistry, Agricultural Engineering, Animal Husbandry, Dairy Husbandry, and Poultry
Husbandry) have staff working in
this area.
Their research deals
with such things as nitrogen
utilization, the interrelationship
between mineral nutrition and disease or metabolic disorders, essential ingredients in the diet,
and similar complex aspects.
It
all has the common thread of focusing upon the whole animal response as opposed to simply a
cellular study or examination of
only a part of the animal's system.

Animal reproductive and environmental physiology.
Here, too this
institution has a long history of
research.
Recent federal grants
have made possible programs to
train young scientists under a coordina~ed effort involving Agricultural Chemistry, Animal Husbandry, Dairy Husbandry, Poultry
Husbandry, and Agricultural Engineering in the College of Agriculture; Veterinary Physiology
and Veterinary Anatomy in the
School of Veterinary Medicine;
Zoology in the College of Arts
and Science; and Physiology and
Anatomy in the School of Medicine.
Staff in Dairy Husbandry and in
Poultry Husbandry will shift more
emphasis into research and it is
anticipated that a new staff member will be brought into Animal
Husbandry soon to deal almost exclusively on these subjects with
the beef cow.
Fora~e and pasture crops and their
use ~n livestock enterprises. Research in this area has been increasing steadily during the last
decade. Chemistry laboratories,
plant growth chambers, and better
greenhouse space have recently become available. Development of
the Cornett Farm for research will
be completed in the next year or
two.
It will add a unique field
laboratory for evaluating systems
of forage production and livestock
utilization. Staff members in a
substantial number of departments
are joining together to plan and
conduct research with these facilities which will lead to best use
of the vast acreage of land in
Missouri that is adapted to production of forages for livestock.
Collectively, this may well be the
most comprehensive research effort
of this type in this country since
it will include coverage of the
entire research spectrum from basic genetics, cytogenetics, and
physiology to the applied aspects
of fitting these crops into profitable livestock enterprises.

Institutions serving people in
rural areas. Much of the research
in Rural Sociology and some of
that in Agricultural Economics and
Home Economics bears directly upon
the several kinds of services important to rural areas and rural
people. Research is planned to
provide better information on the
productivity of the educational
system, on the financing of public
services, and on land-use plan-
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ning.
It will also look to alternative methods for financing
locally owned supply firms.
The
impact of public programs to alleviate poverty will be examined.
The relationship between centralization of health, recreational,
and public services; available
transportation services; and related social factors to the adequacy of these services will be
analyzed.
Thus, the matter of
institutional services for rural
people and areas will involve a
sizable effort of this Station.

Agriculture's organizational
structure. Staff in Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology will
be studying changes taking place
in the relationships between farmers and their farm-supply and marketing firms.
The objective is to
provide sound information upon
which to base decisions affecting
production and marketing instead
of having changes continue to occur in a random, unstructured,
and trial-and-error manner with no
real basis for predicting the
problems which may arise.

Insect physiology, nutrition,
ecology, and toxicology. These
interrelated basic aspects of insect biology are covered in plans
of our staff.
In addition, a significant part of the research of
the USDA Biological Control of Insects Laboratory, located in
Columbia, bears upon these aspects. We already have some cooperative work with this laboratory and with the United States
Department of Interior Fish Pesticides Laboratory also located
here.
It is anticipated that cooperation with these federal laboratories will increase.
These
efforts will provide information
in a number of areas vital to the
development of effective systems
of insect control which do not
pose hazards for the environment.
Included are:
(1) research to
determine the occurrence, host
plants, and habits of insects over
their entire environmental range;
(2) research to ascertain the
effect of environmental factors
such as light, temperature, and
predators on insect survival; (3)
research to provide a more complete picture of the developmental
physiology and biochemistry of insects; and (4) research to determine the metabolic fate of pesticides in plant and mammals.

Human nutrition. Staff with a
basic orientation towards the
physiological and metabolic significance of nutrients are joining
forces with staff oriented towards
the clinical relationships. This
unique team will be augmented by
the present strong program in animal nutrition and developing
program in fabricated foods.

Fabricated foods.
Plans of nearly
all staff in the Food Science and
Nutrition Department include work
on some aspect of fabricated
foods.
The research will cover
such things as physical and nutritional aspects, chemical and
physical changes induced in processing, storage characteristics,
stability, and acceptance.
This
Experiment Station may well have
the strongest program among the
experiment stations in the countryon this aspect of food science
when all of the planned research
is under way.

Turkeys.
Several staff members in
Poultry Husbandry have either
shifted to turkeys in their research projects or included them
in their other plans. These
shifts, plus existing research in
the Poultry Husbandry Department,
in Veterinary Medicine, and in Agricultural Economics, will add up
to a sizable turkey effort. The
research will cover genetics, reproductive and environmental physiology, nutrition, production and
management, diseases, and marketing.
Analytical chemistry methodology.
This Stat~on ~s one of the few
that is conducting research designed to improve the methods used
to determine the constituents of
plant and animal materials. The
laboratories for this research are
well equipped with the most sophisticated apparatus. This research helps provide our plant and
animal scientists the most efficient and economical analytical
tools for their research.
Phytobacteriology. Here again we
are in a special group. Ours is
one of the few stations with a
recognized concentration on bacterial plant diseases. Biochemical aspects of pathogenesis, host
membrane permeability, diseased
host and pathogen ultrastructure,
disease resistance, and chemotherapy are in the research plans.
The reputation of this Station for
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excellence in this area and the
resources of scientists and facilities accumulated over the past
years can be expected to assure
continued visibility for this effort.
Ecology of forests and forest
lands. The ecological ramifications of forests are being researched from several sides.
Joint research between staff in
Atmospheric Science and the
School of Forestry will explore
the canopy-water conservation and
canopy-air constituent aspects.
Forest trees insect and disease
relationships will be studied
jointly by Forestry, Entomology,
and Plant Pathology. The several
aspects of use of forests for
recreational purposes will be
studied by staff in Forestry, Agricultural Economics, Rural Sociology, and the USDA staff stationed here.
There will also be
work in Forestry on the physiology
and watershed hydrology of forests
which impinges upon ecology.
Thus, study of ecology in its
broadest meaning will be a major
effort of this Station and likely
will be the main focus of the
School of Forestry's research.
Ornamentals, turf, and landscape
design. A sizable number of staff
members are currently involved in
this area. Providing the efforts
of these staff can be coordinated
into an identifiable program, this
will be one of the trademarks of
this institution.

larly, considerable research in
Entomology and Plant Pathology is
concerned with the mechanism of
resistance of the host plant to
such pests.
Initial steps have
been taken to formalize a coordinated program involving the scientists from these departments in
order to generate constructive
interactions among them.
Pollution and waste disposal. As
mentioned previously, a number of
staff are shifting their research
to some aspect of this overall
problem.
It is anticipated that
these will be serious problems for
all segments of society throughout
the decade and that we in agriculture will have to assign significant portions of our resources to
their solution.
Dynamic meteorology and operational use of weather information.
Our department has the distinction
of including both global circulation leaders in meteorology and
recognized leaders in application
of meteorological information to
agricultural production. Having
this balance within a single department is probably unique with
us among the state experiment
stations across the country.
It
is anticipated that this uniqueness will encourage further growth
and provide increased visibility.

In order for the blueprint described in the preceding section
to become a complete and functioning program, additional resources
will be needed--so will some
Irrigation. Staff in Agricultural changes in research philosophies
Economics, Agronomy, and Agriculand administrative approaches.
tural Engineering will be studying
We will need a 20 percent inits economics, determining systems crease in the academic staff
best suited to regions and cropover the next 10 years for the
ping programs in the state, devel- projections of the department
oping systems for water supply,
chairmen to be fully realized.
and determining farm management
The most immediate needs for adsystems needed to make best use of ditional staff are in the followit.
In addition, facilities at
ing areas:
all of the four outlying centers
--Reproductive performance of
either have been or will become
poultry--particularly turkeys.
available for irrigation research. Besides filling a void in our reThus, it is anticipated that this
search the addition would increase
will be an area of concentration
the size of the poultry staff and
in research which assures its
thus help assure sufficient staff
visibility in the years ahead.
to carry forward an effective
Host-plant resistance. Much of the teaching and graduate training effort.
plant breeding and genetics re--Food service systems.
This insearch in Agronomy and biological
science deals with the development crease is needed to provide inforof lines or varieties resistant to mation on stability and biological
adequacy of convenience and ready
insect and disease pests. Simifoods which are rapidly becoming
more numerous.
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--Physiological ecology in forestry. An additional staff member
is needed in this area to bridge
the gap between existing research
in basic physiology and the several applied research efforts in the
ecology and management of forests.
It will also add competence in the
total area of plant physiology
where we are currently weak.
--Animal reproductive physiology.
The focus would be on the
beef cow in adding to the team of
scientists working towards further
expansion of the cow-calf industry
in the state. The addition would
also add necessary strength to the
growing effort in reproductive
physiology at this Station.
--Soil classification and use.
An additional staff member, ~os
sibly joint with extension, ~s
needed to service the non-agricultural sector with information
upon which to base land-use decisions.
--Crop physiology. A staff
member is needed in this field to
help solve some of the productionphysiology problems facing agronomic crops and to bridge the gap
between our plant breeding, soil
fertility, crop management, and
other research upon which crop
physiology impinges.
This, too,
would add to our total manpower
resources in plant physiology, a
thing that is urgently needed to
provide an adequate base for
teaching and graduate training.
--Soil insects.
It is anticipated that there will be major
pests threatening Missouri crops
in this decade. The present
chairman of Entomology was heading
up an extensive research effort on
these pests before taking on his
administrative responsibities. A
staff member in this area should
also help solve the soil insect
problem by bringing the capabilities of the staff in the USDA
Biological Control on Insects
Laboratory and staff members in
the Department of Entomology working on insect nutrition, ecology,
and physiology to bear on the soil
insect effort.
--Atmospheric science. This
small, young department needs to
be enlarged to provide two additional scientists to work closely
with plant and animal scientists
during the planning and carrying
out of its research in order that
environmental aspects will be
given proper attention.
--Child development. An additional staff member is needed to
pick up part of the teaching load

and thus free existing staff members for some badly needed research.
The number of graduate students
involved in the Station proJects
will need to be increased by about
one-th~rd over the next five to
ten years for the projects to be
fully implemented and for the
academic staff to be fully utilized in the training of young
people.
The projected increase
in professorial staff and graduate
students will result in a ratio of
three and a half graduate students
to each full-time professorial
equivalent. The comparable current
ratio is 2.9 to 1. Thus, a modest
increase in the ratio of graduate
students to staff is projected.
A 34 percent increase in the
number of technicians is projected.
It is anticipated that nearly
all of this increase will be in
staff qualified to carry a research specialist title; that is,
they will have a minumum of a
bachelor's degree in the area in
which they will be employed.
In
actual numbers, it is projected
that 39 of these supportive staff
will be needed during the next
five to ten years.
Fifteen post-doctoral associates
will be needed.
These additions
should likely have first priority
among the needs for supportive
staff. They provide the best way
of giving an immediate boost to
research as well as bringing new
ideas and approaches to our programs.
Additional or renovated space is
badly needed for nearly all of the
departments, but the need is more
urgent for the programs in Agricultural Engineering, Atmospheric
Science, and Food Science.
It
will be impossible for us to move
ahead in these departments with
the projected programs at an optimal level without additional
space.
A 21 percent increase in operating dollars will be needed.
This amounts to nearly three
quarters of a million dollars at
the current value of the dollar.
Specific new equipment will call
for about $800,000 over the next
few years.
Slightly more than
half a million dollars is needed
for small buildings for research
plans now embraced by projects
activated July 1.
--First among our new philosphies and approaches is a full
acceptance of an assumption that
the traditional channels of federal and state support may not
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provide adequate funds.
We
must begin a complete exploration
of alternative ways of providing
the needed resources.
--Steps must be taken to give
visibility to team and interdisciplinary programs both to maximize their effectiveness and to
eriliance their chances for special
support.
Fiscal procedures must
be developed to fit such programs.
--We must take steps which will
help us identify developmental potential in the state's agriculture
and respond quickly and aggressively to such opportunities.
This may call for more use of lay
advisory committees as well as a
willingness on the part of individual staff and department chairmen to shift resources and emphasis.
We will seek ways for all staff
members to have the benefit of the
challenge or stress which comes
from interacting with other scientists in their research.

--We need to involve Agricultural Economics, Rural Sociology, and
Atmospheric Science staff beginning with the planning of research
in commodity departments which
calls for an input of these disciplines. Too frequently these
disciplines have been brought into
the research after it has been
planned and possibly even after
data have been obtained. When
this happens, the reseaLch does
not have the full benefit of
these related disciplines.
--We will seek ways to interact
with appropriate private industries so that our farmers will
reali.e the benefit of our partnership with them in service to
agriculture.
--We will further explore, in
some departments, the opportunities for them to develop a departmental focus to put them
among the leaders nationally in
that area.
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I AM PJ\f\TT CULARLY d e l iqht e cl t o
participate in Lhi s s ympos ium
whic h i s be ing c a r ri e d o ut a s a
part o f your C nt nni ft l C l e bra ti o n.
Suc h a n occ fts ion c o uld
be o ne f o r l oo king ba c k and d oc ume nLing th e accompli s hme n s of
th e l as t c e ntury.
Ce rtainly ,
thi s wo uld r e pr s nt a n impr es s iv e s Lo ry--b ec au se f e w o rganiz ati o n s o r in s LiLuLion s ha v e
mad e a mo r ' s i g nifi c ant c o ntributi o n to o ur n a ion ' s e conomi c
lif e a nd , ind ee d , to our ba s ic
national c ulture and characte r
during the pa s t 100 ye ars than
have Ian -grant col l e g e s o f
agricultur e such a s yo ur o wn .
But to s p nd our time looking
back , r es ting o n o ur laur e ls
of past accomplishme nt s would
not be in harmony with our he ritag e .
(Incid e n ally , som e on e
has o b se rved that h e who rest s
on hi s laur e ls is we aring th e m
in the wrong plac e . )
Land-grant c olleges of agric u lture h av e traditionally be en
forward looking--Lh e y have been
primarily concern e d with problems of today and omorrow and
have had a remarkable record of
success in dealing with these
problems . Consequently , I a m
sur e that you are more concerned

E.

T.

Yo r k Jr .

Lod a y wi h til " seco nd 100 year s "
than wi Lil th e [i ~
tlo weve r , Lo puL o ur si tuaLi o n in
pe r s pec Li ve , I wo uld lik e Lo
g lan c ba c k f o r ju s L a minut e and
l oo k a L so me of Lh e s i g ni f i ca nL
chang es that hav e tak e n pI a e in
th e o r ga ni za Lio n a nd pr og r a ms o f
l a nd - grant c o ll e g ps o f agr i c ultur e . Mo r e r ece nt de ve l opme nt s ,
i n partic ular , ma y w 11 indi c aLe
futur e a r eas o f prog r a m e mphas i s
and dir ec ti o n .
The organiz~ti o n o f co ll e g es o f
agricultur e during th e pa s t hundr e d ye ar s ha s go ne throu g h an
inter es ting a nd s i g nific a nt tra nsition . Th e agriculLur a l pr o gram s o f land-grant in s tituLion s
fr e qu e ntly be gan with a s in g l e
prof es sor o f agriculLur e . As
programs gr e w in s iz e and as
t e chnology bec a me mor e c o mplex ,
agricultural program s be came
progr e ssiv e ly mo r e spe cializ e d .
During th e la s t 30 year s thi s has
l e d to a major fractionati o n of
program s into departme nt s or other
program units--to th e point whe r e
many colleg s of agriculture today
have 15 to 25 differ nt departmental unit s .
Although modern-day agricultur e
demands a high degree o f specialization , it also d e mand s that
th e se specialists be close l y in-
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tegrated in dealing with today's
complex problem. Consequently,
today we see a strong move to
integrate or regroup departmental programs.
In recent years many institutions have moved to combine
many related commodity departments (i.e., Departments of
Agronomy and Horticulture combined into a single Department
of Plant Science.)
In some instances, departments have been
maintained as intact units but
combined into plant or animal
science divisions. When departmental units are too large
for effective consolidation,
some institutions have developed interdepartmental curricula administered jointly by
participating departments.
Furthermore, there have been
moves to organize personnel located in many of the applied
departments into basic science
faculties such as genetics,
physiology, biochemistry, etc.
Colleges of agriculture today are undergoing several major changes in program emphasis. Perhaps one of the most
significant is the increased
attention being given to the
broad field of natural resources. One college dean recently observed that "We are
changing from a basically agricultural orientation to one
concerned with the total resource situation, including
forestry, recreation, fisheries,
wildlife, water, etc." Some
colleges of agriculture are even
changing their titles to include
natural resources; others are
establishing schools of natural
resources, conservation and development; others are adding programs in marine, science, wildlife, parks and recreation. Some
colleges of agriculture are broadening their efforts to include not
only wildlife management but fisheries and marine biology as well.
A second significant new area
of program emphasis--related in
some respects to the first, is reflected in the growing concern
over the problems of our environment. Some states have already
moved to change the name of their
college of agriculture to the
College of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences. Even without a change in title, most colleges of agriculture are greatly
expanding their efforts in the
broad field of environmental
quality.

Another significant development
in recent years has been the increased attention and recognition
given to the basic biological
sciences.
In a number of institutions, the College of Agriculture has changed its name to the
College of Agricultural and Biological (or Life) Sciences.
These are some of the major
changes in basic orientation~and
emphasis within colleges of agriculture within recent years. I
would also like to look for a
moment at some of the significant
changes that are taking place in
our resident instruction programs within our colleges of agriculture.
In recent years, we have seen
admission standards in colleges of
agriculture raised significantly
for both graduates and undergraduates. While curricula have
generally been made more diffi~
cult, many institutions report
fewer academic problems--probation, failures, etc.--due to the
higher quality of the entering
students.
Programs are less vocationally
oriented.
Greater emphasis is
placed upon the basic sciences-more emphasis upon principles
rather than "how to do it."
Overall, there has been a
marked reduction in numbers of
agricultural courses at freshmen and sophomore levels. In
some cases, essentially all required agricultural courses are
deferred until the junior and
senior years. This has been
necessitated, in part, by an
ever-increasing number of agricultural students entering the
university after completing two
years in a junior college.
Over the past 15 years there
has been an almost universal
adoption of three major program
options at the undergraduate
level--science, business, and
technology.
Many departmental curricula
have been consolidated to coincide with the organizational
changes discussed earlier. Even
when there has been no consolidation of departments, courses
and curricula have frequently
been consolidated. Departmental
boundaries are becoming less and
less meaningful in curriculum
development.
(Someone has made
the observation that universities
have departments but pe~ple have
problems.)
I think it J.S increasingly obvious in all phases
of our program--teaching, re72

search, and extension--that our
departmental organization frequently does not coincide with the
way in which we have to address
problems; consequently, more and
more we must either modify our
departmental organizations or find
more effective ways of working
together within the departmental
structures which exist.
There is much interdepartmental
cooperation in the conduct of
graduate programs. More and more,
graduate programs have a discipline alignment. For example,
geneticists located in many different departments, both in and
outside the College of Agriculture, come together as a "faculty" to coordinate a graduate program in that field.
Our undergraduate teaching programs are becoming more interna tional in scope. Not only are we
assisting directly with agricultural development programs in
other countries, but many colleges
have developed special courses
to give students a better understanding of international agriculture.
I doubt, however , if
we have done as much in this regard as we need.
It has been
estimated that as many as 30 to
50 percent of our students graduating this year from U. s.
colleges of agriculture will be
involved in some way with international agriculture.
In addition to providing better educational opportunities for our
own students, we have an opportunity to contribute to the general education of non-agricultural students through expanded
course offerings in this area.
After reaching some low points
in enrollment in the late 50s
and early 60s, agricultural colleges have generally been faced
with steadily rising enrollments
in recent years.
I'm sure that
my own institution is not unique
in the fact that our enrollment
in the College of Agriculture
has more than doubled in the last
seven years or so. This is a
rate of increase considerably in
excess of that for the rest of
the University . Despite this
growth, however, we have not yet
reached the saturation point
which seems to be confronting
many other disciplines and professions.
There seems little
reason, therefore, for agricultural enrollments not to continue
to increase, at least in the
immediate future.
These are some of the signifi-

cant trends which will undoubtedly
continue to influence our colleges
of agriculture in the years to
come.
As we look to the future, I
think it is obvious that one of
the great opportunities for expanded programs and service by
colleges of agriculture is in
the area of natural resource use ,
conservation, and development.
This, of course , goes hand-inhand with our concern over the
quality of the environment.
Agricultural interests are already serving as custodians of
a major segment of our nation's
natural resources--our soil ,
water, timber, wildlife, pure
air, and open spaces. The manner
in which these resources are
managed will affect greatly the
quality of American life for generations to come.
In my judgment, most of our colleges of
agriculture, including my own,
have hardly scratched the surface in terms of developing potential for programs in teaching,
research, and extension in these
areas.
Neither, in my judgment, have
we fully developed our potential
for programs relating to community and area development. We
have been struggling with such
programs for the past 10 years
and longer in our extension efforts, but teaching programs
have seemingly done little to
develop the type of specialized
manpower needed to best serve
these efforts.
We might register similar concern in the area of 4-H and other
youth programs. Our extension
people tell us they need personnel for these programs who are
trained more in the behavioral
sciences than in some technical
field.
To what extent have we
in colleges of agriculture attempted to structure courses and
curricula that might more adequately serve these needs?
Over the past 100 years, we
have done a remarkable job of
applying the biological and
physical sciences to the solution of problems in agriculture.
Our record is far less spectacular or successful when it comes
to applying the social and behavioral sciences to the problems of rural people or to the
problems of society generally.
To me, this is a great challenge facing colleges of agriculture as we look to the second
100 years.
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In emphasizing what might be
called non-traditional areas of
subject matter , I don't mean to
neglect the technical agricultural programs that are representing and undoubtedly will continue to represent a major part of
the total college effort. Anyone
who thinks he can deemphasize or
downgrade our technical or production-oriented programs, needs
only to look at what has happened
this year with the corn blight
situation.
If the corn belt had
suffered the same 40 to 50 percent reduction in yield that has
occurred in some of our Southern
states this nation would have
been confronted with a problem
of disastrous proportions. This
could have happened--this can
happen--not only with corn, but
there is the potential for this
sort of thing to take place with
almost any and all of our major
commodities. This illustrates so
well the rather tenuous nature of
our total food production effort
and emphasizes the necessity for
maintaining the strongest possible programs in all technical
fields related to agricultural
production.
I would emphasize, however, that
this is not the area where we can
expect to generate the most financial support i n the years to
come--particularly at the national
level. Look at the record for the
past several years. Very little,
if anything, has been appropriated
for research and extension in the
more traditional agricultural
areas. Most of the increases have
been for such things as rural
development, human nutrition,
youth programs, etc.
During t he past year, I have
served as a member of the Agricultural Research Policy Advisory
Committee (a joint USDA LandGrant Association committee) with
the responsibility for projecting
our agricultural research needs
for both USDA and the land-grant
system. I have also served as
chairman of the Legislative Committee of the Division of Agriculture in the Land-Grant Association. As both groups have
looked ahead to future legislative efforts, primary consideration has been given to expanded
programs in the field of environmental quality, natural resources,
nutrition, and related matters-with little or nothing being proposed to expand more traditional
areas related to agricultural
production. The philosophy has

been that we would stress those areas that seem to be of greatest
interest and relevancy at the
time, and, to be pragmatic about
it, those areas that seem to stand
the best chance of generating support in the administration and
Congress. Some may question this
philosophy or strategy, but it
seems to be working . Although
the appropriation bill has not yet
cleared the conference committee,
it seems quite certain that we
shall be receiving the largest
increase in federal appropriations
for research and extension this
year in history- -t his on top of
some of the largest increases in
history last year for extension.
Whether you agree with this type
of program emphasis and direction
or not, this is happening--this
is a fact of life. The question
I would leave with you is whether
our teaching programs are keeping
abreast of these major new thrusts
in research and extension brought
about by such increase in funding
at the federal level.
There is much that I could say
about the need for improving our
teaching methods--the use of
teaching aids, etc., that would
enable us to do a more effective
job. As I look back at my military experience in World War II,
the instructors in service
schools at that time were making
far more extensive and effective
use of teaching aids than most of
our university instructors are
doing today.
I am confident that
we all have great opportunities
for improving our overall teaching methods.
I would suggest
that we need to do more in this
area on an organized or more
formal basis. Perhaps it is too
much to ask or expect each individual instructor to take the
initiative to make the needed
improvements on his own, without
some special motivation and assistance.
Now I would like to take the
liberty of discussing briefly two
topics that are not related directly to the teaching programs
of colleges of agriculture, but
which are of great concern to
us all and our total effort.
I have already alluded to
needed efforts in the area of
environmental quality. Certainly, all aspects of ecology are
receiving greater and greater
attention by all segments of our
society.
I don't question the
importance of this.
Indeed, as
I have already indicated, we need
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such increased emphasis.
I would
hope, however, that we could keep
these issues i n proper perspective--and I think all of us in
colleges of agriculture have a
great opportun ity , if not an
obligation, to try to maintain
and project such a perspective.
Much has been said in recent
months about how man is upsetting the balance of nature, or
disturbing the ecological balance.
Personally, I think that many
people have an erroneous concept
about the so-called balance of
nature. A complete balance of
nature would imply a static, if
not stagnant, situation where
everything exists in harmony
with its environment.
However ,
we know the history of this planet is one of evolution, of constant change.
Species of plants
and animals have come and gone
in an evolut io nary process.
In
such a process, man has emerged
as the most intelligent form of
animal life with a capacity for
reasoning that is not found in
other animals.
Consequently, the history of
mankind is one in which man has
used his superior intellect to
try to change his environment
(from his standpoint to improve
it)--to tip the balance of nature
in his favor.
This is well illustrated in a "Te ll It Like It
Is" cartoon in t h e paper recently showing a man with a
spray gun ready to shoot down
a large mosquito.
The mosquito
is holding up his hands saying:
"Wait, do you want to upset the
balance of nature?" Of course,
throughout history, man has
been upsetting the balance of
nature in such a way that it
might benefit him.
Primitive man developed weapons
that enabled him to more easily
secure his food and to protect
himself from predators.
He also
began to domesticate animals and
cultivate crops to provide more
dependable sources of food.
In
all of these activities, man
tended to unbalance nature in a
way that might be beneficial to
h im.
Indeed, the development of
human civilization has been a
constant process of man changing
his environment.
In the last
century, colleges of agriculture
have made a major contribution
in helping man accomplish desired changes.
Some are contending today that
many of these changes have not
necessarily been for the good .

However, I doubt if many people
would be anxious or willing to
turn the calendar back and live
under the conditions that existed
1,000 or 1 00 or even 50 years ago
before many of these environmental
changes were made. Nevertheless,
some of the people today who are
speaking and writing on the subject of ecology and the pollution
of the environment are advocating
policies or measures that wou ld,
in effect, turn the calendar back
by denying mankind the benefit of
many of the technologica l developments that, in a large measure,
have accounted for the fantastic
advances civilization has made in
recent decades.
The present controversy over
DDT and other pesticides illustrates t his situation quite we ll.
I don't intend to debate this
issue here today .
I would say,
however , that many of the charges
against pesticides have been made
on the weakest sort of evidence.
In fact, much of the evidence that
has been used to substantiate
these charges simply does not
stand up under the light of scientific scrutiny.
Indeed, I am
appalled at the manner in which
supposedly reputable scientists
have accepted t h e fli ms ies t sort
of evidence as a basis for joining the anti-DDT or anti-pesticide
bandwagon.
Although, in my judgment, the
critics of pesticides have
failed miserably to develop a
valid case against their usage,
let me at the same time recognize that any toxic chemical
(and all chemicals are toxic at
some concentration) is potentially
dangerous and, with improper
usage, may cause a problem. For
that reas on, we are all accelerating our efforts to develop effective alternatives to chemicals for controlling pests .
However, until we have reasonable
alternatives available, we must
approach the matter from a riskbenefit standpoint. Do the beneficial effects of the usage of
such compounds outweigh the potential for causing harm? This
is a concept that could and should
be applied to the question of
pesticide usage as well as many
other environmental issues. But
in making such a risk-benefit
analysis, we must separate the
sort of emotionalism that has
come into mos t of these arguments
from the cold, hard facts that
should serve as the bas is for
making such decisions.
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I predict that more and more we
will be faced with such hard decisions. The earth is essentially
a closed system receiving energy
from the sun and radiating a portion of that energy back into
space. Essentially, everything
that man does affects his environment. If he produces a harmful
by-product through some of his
activities, he will have to live
with the consequences of his action or devise a means of eliminating or reducing the effects of
what he has done.
Man has benefited greatly by his
intelligence and ingenuity. Mo dern technology has revolutionized
his way of living. Some contend
that such technology could spell
his doom if we continue our present course. The solution to the
problem, however, is not to declare a moratorium on scientific
exploration and the development
of improved technology--as some
supposedly responsible people
are suggesting; the solution is
not to "freak out" as some of our
hippie-oriented societies are
doing by "returning to nature"
and foregoing most modern conveniences- -attempting to produce
food in the absence of chemical
fertilizers, pesticides, etc.
I
would put these approaches in the
same class as the book burners
who attempt to destroy knowledge
because they don't agree with it.
The answer, in my judgment, is to
turn our enormous energies and intellect to the task of eliminating
the problems that grow out of mankind's ability and desire to advance and overcome the limitations of his environment.
Finally, I want to touch briefly upon another topic that can
greatly influence the future of
our colleges of agriculture--indeed, the future of higher education. I am speaking of the problems of violence and disruption
on our university campuses.
A recent book entitled "Academia
in Anarchy," suggests that what is
occurring in many of our universities today is the closest thing to
anarchy this nation has ever experienced.
Webster defines anarchy as the
absence or denial of authority or
order. History will show that
when people have had to choose
between anarchy or the absence
of order and a totalitarian government where order is rigidly
enforced by armed might if necessary--when such a choice has
had to be made, without exception,

people have chosen to have order-even if it meant the loss of many
of their freedoms.
I want·· to very carefully distinguish between concern over issues,
or legitimate dissent, and the
type of anarchy to which I refer.
Most of us are appropriately concerned about many issues of our
day. And I certainly don't wish
to imply criticism of those, who
through appropriate means, register this concern; or those who engage in legitimate dissent.
I
would distinguish, however , between legitimate dissent and the
actions that have been taken by
some of the more militant groups
which have been in violation of
many laws and which have contributed to great disorder and disruption on our campuses and off.
E. D. Eddy, Jr., a well -known
educator, put it this way:
"I
suppose it is almost unnecessary
to state the obvious:
the once
highly -respected house of intellect has become a divided house,
beset by internal dissension and
external doubting ..• We need to
move fast to put this house in
good order before it becomes a
slum. " Another educator refers to
"walls of noncommunication which
have arisen to make the campus
not a community, but rather a
confronting of armed fortresses."
In a lighter vein, James Reston
of the New York Times referred
to the changing climate on the
campus when he said, "Instead
of chasing girls, the boys are
now chasing college presidents."
I am sure that no segment of
most university campuses has
less of this problem of student
unrest and disruption than
colleges of agriculture.
I am
equally certain that more cordial relationships exist among
the students, faculty, and the
administrators within colleges
of agriculture than most other
parts of the campus. Why then
are we concerned with the problem?
Although there may be little
involvement in these disruptive
activities by students and faculty from agriculture, the
total university, including
agriculture, must suffer the
consequences when a campus is
subjected to the turmoil that
has occurred at many of our institutions . One aspect of the
problem is the reaction of the
general public and the members
of the legislature. Frankly,
I have never seen a period when

higher education commanded such
low respect and esteem among the
general public and among legislative bodies that must appropriate
funds for their support. There
is, of course, more than one way
to destroy a university other than
burning and bombing it down, and
universities cannot hope to survive without the sympathetic understanding of those they must
depend upon for support.
The point I want to make here
is that the problem within colleges of agriculture, in my
judgment, is not one of too much
involvement in these matters, but
rather too little. When I say
too little, I am, of course, not
suggesting that we should be contributors to this turmoil. It is
obvious, however, that on most
campuses the difficulty has been
caused by a very small minority
of the total university community--both faculty and students.
In many instances, much of the
difficulty could have been averted
if the solid majority, who, in the
main, have sat on the sidelines
and watched these events take
place--if this majority had been
willing to assert itself more
positively in terms of insisting
upon orderly democratic processes,
rather than allowing itself to be
dominated and subjected to mob
rule by a relatively insignificant
segment of the university community.
I think that faculty and students in agriculture can be a
great stabilizing force on our
respective campuses and we should
take advantage of opportunities
to exert leadership in this area-in helping to keep issues in perspective--in insisting that the ba-

sic principles, objectives, and
goals of our universities not be
violated or desecrated.
We know, of course, the university is not a place for conflict
between the generations. Indeed,
a university cannot function effectively unless there is a fundamental spirit of cooperation and
sympathetic good will among the
administration, faculty, and
students.
As we look to the future, there
will undoubtedly continue to be
situations where change or reform
is needed on the campus. I would
hope that we can always proceed
through dialogue rather than
negotiation; that all parties concerned will consider themselves
as partners, rather than adversaries. Certainly, more can be
effectively accomplished through
due process than through explosive
demonstrations or other extremes
of action and reaction.
We must always remember that the
administration, faculty, and students of a university are, in
fact, integral and interdependent
parts of a great educational mission--and we can all expect to
make the greatest strides where
there is mutual respect and understanding among all parties. We
should, therefore, always be willing to recognize and correct our
imperfections, whatever they may
be. At the same time, we should
be willing to rededicate ourselves
to the essential truth, beauty,
and utility that the very idea of
a university personifies. No
social institution created by man
has a purpose more noble than a
university. No mission is more
worthy of the best efforts of us
all.
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THE CENTENNIAL MEDALLION
THE CENTENNIAL medallion is a solid bronze casting of the Centennial symbol. In actual size the
medallion is 2-3/4 inches long and
1-7/8 inches wide. The medallion's shape is an elliptical projection of the wor ld.
Its meridians and parallels are a reminder
of the College's invo lvement in
and indebtedness to international
agriculture. On t he face of the
medallion a heavy bold outline of
Missouri superimposed upon the
globe shows the College's concern
for our state's agriculture. The
profiles of a man and a woman symbolize the College's effort for
people--both at home and in developing countries. A head of wheat,

the traditional symbol of agriculture throughout the centuries, is
also included.
The Centennial theme, "Finding
a Better Way," on the back of the
medallion describes the College's
successful past and its continuing
goal of a better tomorrow for people around the world.
Five hundred medallions were
cast. They were presented primarily to agricultural leaders over
the state. These leaders are representative of the many thousands
of Missourians who have provided
the state with agricultural leadership during the 100 years of the
College of Agriculture's
existence.

